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1 Abstract 
Right-Wing populism and refugee policy debates are becoming predominant in national debates across 

Europe. An extraordinary increase in refugee flows to Europe and Denmark has provoked a debate about 

what policies should be implemented. The backlash sparked by significant numbers of non-western 

migrants has fed anti-immigration and right-wing populist rhetoric that has been recuperated by political 

parties both mainstream and of the political right. That mainstream parties adopt hereto marginal positions 

raises many questions and adds confusion to the debate. 

This thesis is an attempt at sorting through the shift the debate Denmark has witnessed through the two 

cases of significant refugee arrivals to Denmark. Case one is concerned with the status of Bosnian refugees 

in the mid-1990s, while the second case is concerned with the ongoing Syrian refugee crisis. The following 

research question has been selected: 

How has the Danish discourse on refugees changed since the 1990s and do these changes correspond 

with a Danish political shift towards right-wing populist rhetoric?  

 

To answer the research question, the thesis has adopted a constructivist approach to discourse and has 

used a semi-random collection of texts selected along linguistic, chronologic and political parameters. 

These are meant to be fairly representative of the discourses of the three main parties who serve as 

discourse benchmarks: Venstre, Social-Democrats and The Progress Party/ Danish People’s Party. Three 

hypotheses are outlined at the thesis’ beginning to guide the paper’s research. Hypothesis one is concerned 

with the idea that the use of right-wing populist rhetoric between the two case periods. Case two and three 

are concerned with the development in the use of anti-immigration rhetoric, and the identification of what 

actors employ such rhetoric.  

By deconstructing political discourse, the paper explores the characteristics of Danish political discourse 

concerning refugees. This is initially done by defining right-wing populist rhetoric as distinct from anti-

immigration rhetoric. Different interpretative lenses allow the thesis to address the research question. The 

thesis employs a discourse theoretical approach based on Laclau & Mouffe and right-wing populism theory. 

The research shows that from the 1990s to today, the use of anti-immigration rhetoric has increased within 

the Danish refugee debate. It also shows that there is not more right-wing populist rhetoric today than 

there was in the 1990s. This leads to an interesting conclusion, as the framing of the refugee debate in 

relation to the assumption of increased right wing populism might be wrong. Anti-immigration rhetoric, 

though historically employed by the political right, is not necessarily right-wing or populist.  
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3 Introduction 
This thesis is concerned with the topic of the Danish debate on refugees arriving to and whether that 

debate has changed in recent decades. This thesis’ specificity is that the debate will be analyzed through 

the lens of right wing populism, here primarily understood as a type of rhetoric. The debate on refugees in 

Denmark and Europe seems to becoming increasingly relevant, as conflicts and instability create a steady 

and unprecedented flow of refugees, unlike any other in recent history. Not since World War 2 have Europe 

and its neighborhood seen the amount of displaced people currently searching for a haven from conflict 

and hunger. However, extraordinary refugee streams into Europe have occurred several times since World 

War 2. Such an occurrence was in the mid-1990s as a consequence of the Yugoslavian civil war. However, 

these extraordinary refugee streams were limited in number and time, whereas the current level of 

refugees migrating towards Europe does not seem to abate significantly over time and is unlikely to do so, 

given that the conflicts causing the migrations are unlikely to be resolved in the near future (BBC(b), 2016). 

At the same time, climate changes create refugees fleeing from poverty and starvation, as people lose their 

livelihoods and sources of nutrition, when crops fail and droughts set in (UNCHR, 2017).  

 

While the ongoing refugee crisis puts pressure on most European countries, many believe that the political 

debate on the issue is increasingly characterized by right-wing populist rhetoric and anti-immigration 

sentiments. Actors protesting a political shift towards right-wing populist rhetoric in the refugee debate 

believe that there is a real conflict between the need for coherent national and regional strategies on the 

issue of how to handle the refugee crisis on one side, and right-wing populist rhetoric in the debate on the 

other side (de Raadt, Hollanders, & Krouwel, 2004, pp. 3-4). The lingering discussion on whether right-wing 

populism is a topic worthy of research is increasingly anachronistic, as right-wing populism is used to 

explain more and more of the political happenings in Europe and the rest of the world. Examples of such 

phenomena are Brexit in the UK and the US presidential election in 2016, where right-wing populism is 

used as one of the main explanandi for these political outcomes.  

 

As a natural consequence of an increasingly important debate on refugees and the role of populism in 

defining the politics of tomorrow, the research area chosen in this paper has maybe never been more 

relevant in recent history. Perhaps because of the relevance of the research area, much research is 

converging on the issue. Such a convergence can be evidenced from the school of discourse analysis, where 

many researchers specifically investigate discourses in the context of right wing populism. Examples of such 

discourse-theoretical developments are presented in the theoretical section of this thesis. A good example 

of such a researcher is Ruth Wodak, who as a respected discourse scholar has developed a framework for 
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analyzing right-wing populism with discourse-theoretical tools. This work is titled ‘The Politics of Fear’ 

(Wodak, 2015). While right-wing populism cannot be said to be a new topic area of research, the research 

area has received renewed interest from researchers in recent years. One publication that recently has 

received much interest is Jan-Werner Müller’s book named ‘What Is Populism’ (Müller, 2016). However, 

this publication is not integrated in the theoretical framework of this thesis. The research area of right-wing 

populism in the context of political debates is thus an interesting point of origin for analysis at this time in 

history.   

The objective of this thesis is therefore to investigate whether a shift towards the use of right-wing populist 

rhetoric in the refugee debate has occurred. Additionally, it is also of interest to investigate whether a 

change in the use of anti-immigration sentiments has occurred in the refugee debate. The use of anti-

immigration sentiments does not necessarily have anything to do with the use of right-wing populist 

rhetoric, as an actor can argue for anti-immigration without using right-wing populist rhetoric. In order to 

address the issues just discussed, the following research question has been chosen: 

How has the Danish discourse on refugees changed since the 1990s and do these changes correspond 

with a Danish political shift towards right-wing populist rhetoric?  

 

The research question will be answered with a case-based approach, containing two cases. One case is 

focused on the Bosnian refugees arriving to Denmark in the mid-1990s, while the other case is based on the 

European refugee crisis and the extraordinary large amount of refugees arriving to Denmark in 2015/2016. 

The refugee debate is expansive, as it is a controversial issue with many actors expressing their opinions. To 

map the entire refugee debate in one case period, let alone two case periods is thus a great task to 

undertake in a thesis. The case material will therefore be focused on the two Danish political parties 

typically forming governments, namely Venstre and the Social-democrats. In addition to these two political 

parties, the case material will also cover the debate from the two political parties which are typically 

making the most use of anti-immigration sentiments in the debate, the Progress Party and the Danish 

People’s Party. These cases and the method for selecting case material will be elaborated on in the section 

concerned with presenting the case.  

To help answer the presented research question a number of hypotheses are presented.  

Hypothesis 1: the use of right-wing populist rhetoric within the refugee debate is more common in case 

two (2015/2016) compared to case one (1990s). 
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Hypothesis 2: the use of anti-immigration sentiments are more common in case two (2015/2016) 

compared to case one (1990s). 

 

Hypothesis 3: the use of right-wing populist rhetoric and anti-immigration sentiments are used by more 

of the analyzed political parties in case two (2015/2016) compared to case one (1990s). 

 

These hypotheses are based on the assumption that there indeed has been a general development towards 

increased use of right-wing populist rhetoric and anti-immigration sentiments in the refugee debate from 

case one (1990s) to case two (2015/2016). If this turns out to be the case, one or more of the presented 

hypotheses will be proven correct. However, if this is not the case, one or more of the presented 

hypotheses will be proven wrong. 

 

4 Structure 
This thesis is built upon a number of constituent sections. The first of these sections can be considered to 

be the introductory section, which contains an abstract, a table of contents, an introduction (including the 

research question) and this paragraph on the thesis’ structure. The introductory section is rather self-

explanatory in nature and will therefore not be discussed in further detail. In addition to the introductory 

section, a section concerning the case background and the case material is presented. The following section 

is concerned with methodology, methods and specific applicable theories. This theoretical section is 

introduced with a small subsection on social constructivism. Within the theoretical section of this thesis, a 

subsection concerned with discourse theory can also be identified. This discourse theoretical subsection 

contains two divisions. The first of these divisions presents a limited overview of the theoretical discourse 

tradition, which has the purpose of supplying the context for the applied discourse theory method. It is 

within this division that discourses are defined. The second division supplies a model for the analysis of 

discourses. This model in itself has several steps and a number of analytical reference points, as it is a 

rather comprehensive model. The point of the model is that it supplies a number of tools that can help map 

the discourses present in the case material. This model will be applied in the analytical section of this 

thesis, where each case will be subjected to the presented discourse-analytical model. The theoretical 

section also contains a subsection on right-wing populism. The subsection on right-wing populism in turn 

contains three distinct divisions. The first of these divisions is concerned with defining what right-wing 

populism really is. The second division presents several possible explanations for a political shift towards 

right-wing populism. The third division contains a model for detecting the possible use of right-wing 
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populism in a text. The following section is concerned with the analysis of right-wing populism theory in the 

context of the explanations supplied in the theoretical section on the shift towards right-wing populism. In 

this section, the findings of the two cases will be compared and if possible, identified trends will be 

subjected to the various explanations of the shift towards right-wing populism. The final section of the 

paper will be focused on summation and conclusion of the thesis.  

 

5 Selection of case material 
The case material has been located and filtered in the database INFOMEDIA, which is a media archive for 

Danish news media. The searches in the media archive have been defined by certain search parameters. 

For both cases, the search words “refugee” and “debate” have been applied. The word “refugee” has been 

applied, as this thesis is concerned with the discourse on refugees, while the word “debate” has been 

applied to target debate articles among the potential case material. Debate articles are of particular 

interest, as they clearly represent the opinion of the author. Regular newspaper articles tend to be more 

nuanced in nature, but are more of a secondary type of source. When choosing between debate articles 

and regular newspaper articles as source material, a trade-off between nuance and the level of access to an 

actor’s opinion can thus be observed. The selection criteria for the authors of the debate articles are 

defined as members of parliament or other elected politicians, as these actors represent the political 

parties they are members of. To isolate each case, a time parameter has been established. The time 

interval applied to identify case material relevant to case one is primo 1993 to ultimo 1995, while the time 

interval applied to identify case material relevant to case two is primo 2015 to primo November 2016. In 

addition to these parameters, a parameter concerning the length of the debate articles have also been 

included. Only material with more than 126 words has been considered, as most debate contributions with 

less than 126 words are too short to contain much relevance. Much of the potential case sample consists of 

material from regional and local newspapers. Such material has been discarded, as material published in 

national newspapers is deemed to more directly contribute to national discourses.  

After applying all the listed selection parameters to the potential case sample, a more uniform case sample 

appears. This case sample contains material from a wide array of sources. In this case selection process, a 

semi-random information-oriented approach to selecting material from this sorted case sample has been 

applied. The basis for this approach is that the search criteria listed above have been applied, followed by 

steps of purposive sampling (Flyvbjerg, 2006, p. 230). The first of these steps consist of choosing issue-

specific case material, meaning that for case one, only debate articles containing discourse on whether the 
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Bosnian refugees should be integrated in Denmark or returned to their home land are considered. For the 

selection of case material in case two, only debate articles that discuss the amount of refugees that 

Denmark should receive in the context of the Syrian civil war and aforementioned European refugee crisis 

are considered. The two cases are focused around the time of two specific events, which are represented 

by the Yugoslavian civil war and the Syrian civil war. However, the case selection method is not focused on 

special events or happenings, such as “Jugoslaverloven” in the 1990s or the day in 2015, where hundreds of 

refugees walked on a Danish highway to get to Sweden. Instead the case selection method presents two 

cases that are focused around two times in recent Danish history when Denmark was surprised by an 

extraordinary amount of refugees, which spurted debates on refugees in a Danish context. The cases can 

thus be seen as more general debates on refugees in Denmark at times, where the importance of the issue 

is stressed by extraordinary circumstances. At the same time, each set of case material is focused on 

questions that were central to the debate on refugees at the time, which as described are represented by 

the debate on the temporary status of refugees in the 1990s and the amount of refugees to be received in 

the 2015/16.  

In the spirit of purposive case sampling, it is desired to include material representing the opinions of the 

Danish Social-Democrats, Venstre and the Danish People’s Party/the Progress Party in the two cases. The 

two former, as they represent the government and opposition leaders in the case periods. The latter, as 

these parties represent opinions that are known to be critical of immigration and refugees and thus are 

likely to contain relevant rhetoric on the issue. These political parties do not represent the debate of all 

Danish political parties in parliament, but they do represent the two political parties traditionally leading 

the Danish government and the political parties that in recent years have been particularly skeptical of 

Danish refugee policies. The objective with the case study is therefore not to identify changes in rhetoric 

for the Danish political spectrum, but rather to identify changes in rhetoric for the listed political parties.  

This stage of the case selection process is said to be semi-random, as the material identified on INFOMEDIA 

will be considered according to its relevance to the selection criteria and only if no relevant material from 

the listed political parties has been listed, will a more purposive selection of such material be undertaken. It 

is herein that the weaknesses of the selected case selection method can be evidenced. One potential 

weakness of the case selection method is that 12 case articles will be chosen, which does not make it 

possible to claim a representative case sample through random sampling. The cases are only representative 

to the degree that they represent the actors whose debate articles are included in the case material. 

Randomized case samples with a small sample size are not representative of the population from which 

they are derived (Seawright & Gerring , 2008, s. 295), which is even more true with a semi-random case 
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selection method. Although an argument could be made that elected politicians would also be 

representatives of their political parties and to some degree their voters (it can be argued that there can be 

quite a distance between an elected politician and a voter). A related issue is that as a result of purposive 

sampling and a small sample size, the case material does not cover the entirety of the political spectrum. 

Seawright and Gerring define a case method with a small sample size and specific case elements potentially 

dominating the case sample as an ‘influential’ case method (Seawright & Gerring , 2008, s. 304). However, 

this thesis would like to argue that the advantages of operating with a relatively small qualitative sample 

size does compensate for the inability of the case sample to represent the Danish political spectrum. In 

summation, the advantage of operating with a small sample size is the fact that it allows for in-depth 

analysis of a few texts, while the disadvantage is essentially a decreased representativeness of the case.   

The recipients of the case material can to some degree be equated with the people with access to the case 

material. In principle, people living in Denmark will have access to and likely some interest in the case 

material. The recipients of the case material are thus broadly classified as Danes and other groups of 

people with an interest in the debate articles. An example of a group of people that might be interested in 

the debate articles is refugees living in Denmark, as their future is part of the discussion. From within each 

of the selected debate articles, relevant quotes containing arguments will be selected for analysis, as a 

comprehensive analysis of each sentence in each debate article would be too comprehensive for this thesis. 

These quotes will be selected on a premise based on relevance to the subject/nodal point ‘refugees’. In 

order to categorize the case material, discourses will be identified across debate articles. The relevant 

quotes derived from the case material will be identified within the discourses.  

There are of course differences in the circumstances surrounding the data collection between the two 

cases. The more recent case two contains a much greater potential case sample compared to case one. The 

differences in potential case samples can be explained by the digitalization of news media, where most 

news stories in case two are published online before or simultaneously with being published on paper. 

However, the differences between the cases are not necessarily an issue in the comparison of the two 

cases, as the case selection method should allow for a case analysis of the two cases, even though a digital 

media revolution has occurred between the two case periods (Franklin, 2013, pp. 1-2). 
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6 Case presentation  

6.1 Case one background 
Case one: the political discourse on the immigration of Bosnian refugees to Denmark in the 1990s and 

the question of whether these refugees should reside in Denmark on a temporary status or have their 

asylum applications processed. 

As has been mentioned, this paper is based on a comparative case-based analysis between two cases. The 

first of these cases is the case of the Danish immigration discourse in the 1990s. The Danish refugee 

discourse is of interest, as Denmark along with many other European countries experienced an increase in 

the stream of refugees and asylum applicants in the early 1990s. The main reason for the increased 

pressure on Denmark and other European countries was the Yugoslavians fleeing a Yugoslavia afflicted by 

civil war (1991-1999) (BBC, 2016). In the Danish case, the infrastructure needed to receive a drastically 

increased number of refugees in a short time interval did not exist. The existing infrastructure thus had to 

be expanded, which in some ways stressed the existing system for receiving refugees to its limit 

(Indenrigsministeriet, 1996). Even though Denmark experienced the influx of Yugoslavian war refugees in 

the time period of 1992-1996, 63 % of these refugees arrived in 1993, which illustrates that Denmark 

received a large number of refugees in a very short time interval (Ankestyrelsen, 2014, p. 4). The choice of 

this case is based on the idea that the stress the Danish immigration system was subjected to in the mid-

1990s resulted in an intense political discourse on refugee policies and immigration While the case material 

in case one covers a period of two years, this period is well within the interval, where Denmark received its 

share of the Bosnian refugees. Even in cases where the Bosnian war refugees are not mentioned 

specifically, general statements on refugees can be seen in the context of the challenge posed by receiving 

an extraordinary amount of refugees. A short presentation of the case one material follows this short 

presentation of the case one background.    

 

6.2 Case one material 
Each debate article in case one will now be presented. The name and political party function of the debate 

article’s author will be part of this presentation. The title of the debate article and the source for the 

debate article will be listed as well.  
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6.2.1 Text 1 

This debate contribution is titled ‘Need for gravity in debate on refugees’ and is written by Uffe Ellemann-

Jensen. Ellemann-Jensen was the head of the political party Venstre, when the debate contribution was 

written (Ellemann-Jensen, 1994).  

 

6.2.2 Text 2 

This debate contribution is titled ‘Refugees not immigrants’ and is written by Birthe Rønn Hornbech. 

Hornbech was the speaker on integration for Venstre during the time period, which case one is based on. In 

2007-2011 Hornbech was minister of integration for the Venstre government (Hornbech, 1995). 

 

6.2.3 Text 3 

This debate contribution is titled ‘The government has not promised the Bosnian refugees asylum’ and is 

written by Birte Weiss. Weiss was at the time the interior minister of the government led by the Danish 

social-democrats, as well as second in line of The Danish Social Democratic Party. Weiss started her career 

as a journalist, which is still a profession she practices (Weiss, 1994).  

 

6.2.4 Text 4 

This debate contribution is titled ‘We must help, but also prioritize’ and is written by Thorkild Simonsen. 

Simonsen was at the time Mayor of Århus municipality and has since been the interior minister of the 

government led by the Danish social-democrats (Simonsen, 1993). 

 

6.2.5 Text 5 

This debate contribution is titled ‘Unknown’ and is written by Jan Køpke Christensen. Christensen was at 

the time an elected member of parliament for The Progress Party (Christensen, 1994).  

 

6.2.6 Text 6 

This debate contribution is titled ‘The fled must return home to peace’ and is written by Kirsten Jacobsen. 

Jacobsen was The Progress Party’s political speaker at the time her debate article was published. Jacobsen 

was by many considered to be a prominent figure in The Progress Party and is known for her distrust of 

‘political bandits in suits’ residing at Christiansborg (VANGKILDE, 2010) (Jacobsen, 1995). 
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6.3 Case two background 
Case two: the political discourse in 2015-2016 on the amount of refugees that should be received in 

Denmark and whether Denmark should receive refugees at all. 

The second case is based on the Danish context of what is popularly termed “The EU refugee crisis”. The 

background of this case is based on the lack of a cohesive action plan on the EU level on how to handle the 

increased number of refugees arriving from the MENA region (BBC(b), 2016). The increased number of 

refugees is a result of regional instability in the region in general and specifically as a result of The Syrian 

civil war, which has been ongoing since 2011 (Rodgers & Et al. , 2016). As a consequence of the EU’s failure 

to execute a cohesive plan on the issue of refugees and immigration, most EU members, Denmark among 

them, have tightened their immigration policies. This case element has been chosen, as it is deemed that 

there are a number of similarities between this second case and case one. One such element is that the 

existing infrastructure for receiving refugees was also challenged by a drastic increase in the number of 

refugees in case two. The increase in the number of refugees is evidenced by the fact that the number of 

refugees arriving in Denmark increased by 280 % in 2015 compared to earlier years (Udlændingestyrelsen, 

2015, p. 5).  A short presentation of the case one material follows this short presentation of the case one 

background.    

 

6.4 Case two material 
Each debate article in case one will now be presented. The name and political party function of the debate 

article’s author will be part of this presentation. The title of the debate article and the source for the 

debate article will be listed as well. While there are six debate articles in each case, the debate articles in 

case two are  numbered 7-12 as a natural continuation of the debate articles named 1-6 in case one. 

Numbering the debate articles this way, makes it easier to reference a specific debate article, without 

mentioning the case number.  

6.4.1 Text 7 

This debate contribution is titled ‘Refugees are immigrants’ and is written by Birthe Rønn Hornbech. 

Hornbech was the speaker on integration for Venstre during the time period, which case one is based on. In 

2007-2011 Hornbech was minister of integration for the Venstre government (HORNBECH, 2016).  
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6.4.2 Text 8 

This debate contribution is titled ‘Common solution will stop the flow of asylum applicants’ and is written 

by Marcus Knuth. Knuth was at the time speaker on integration for Venstre (Knuth, 2015). 

 

6.4.3 Text 9 

This debate contribution is titled ’We will do anything to limit the number’ and is written by Henrik Sass 

Larsen. Larsen is a member of parliament and a prominent member of the Danish Social Democratic Party 

(Larsen H. S., 2015). 

 

6.4.4 Text 10 

This debate contribution is titled ‘S should not accept tightened refugee policies at home or abroad’ and is 

written by Mette Gjerskov. Gjerskov was an elected member of parliament for the Danish Social-Democrats 

at the time (Gjerskov, 2015). 

 

6.4.5 Text 11 

This debate contribution is titled ‘Refugees create deficits in the municipalities’ and is written by Peter 

Skaarup. Skaarup was the political group speaker of The Danish People’s Party at the publication date 

(Skaarup, 2015). 

 

6.4.6 Text 12 

This debate contribution is titled ‘Relate to reality, Trine Andersen’ and is written by Martin Henriksen. 

Henriksen was speaker on integration for the Danish People’s Party at the time (Henriksen, 2015).   

 

7 Theoretical and methodological considerations 

7.1 Social constructivism  

In this paper the research question should be seen through the lenses of social constructivism. As 

a theory of knowledge, social constructivism stipulates that the consciousness of humans is a 

social construction. What may be perceived as a natural phenomenon or a collective truth will 

typically be classified as a social construction that exclusively exists in a social context. In 

summation, no such thing as a certain or unbiased truth exists. Within the mindset of social 
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constructivism, there can be no objective based on a quest towards definite facts founded on the 

human perception of reality. Instead social constructivism aims at identifying the underlying 

factors behind our perceptions of reality and through these mechanisms show how societal 

perceptions and opinions are subject to change (Darmer & Nygaard, 2005, pp. 28-29). 

As might have become apparent, social constructivism as a concept cannot simply be classified 

within one theoretical paradigm. In fact several social constructivist paradigms exist. This paper 

will use the constructed epistemological paradigm focused on social reality. Specific to this 

paradigm is that perceptions about social reality are socially constructed, which takes place as a 

result of relations and communications between individuals (Larsen S. H., 2005, p. 129). The 

issues that this thesis is based on are thus perceived as social constructs.  In the spirit of social 

constructivism, this paper does not aim to identify an absolute answer to the posed research 

question. The objective of the thesis is rather to present one of several possible answers to the 

presented research question.  

 

7.2 Discourse theoretical context 
Language is a central component in social constructivism, as the act of communicating about something is 

vital in a social construction process (Larsen S. H., 2005, p. 134). Discourse theory will in this paper supply 

the framework necessary to uncover how the presented problems are a result of language and 

communication. Theories of discourse are located within the classification of social constructivism and are 

thus subject to the approach to knowledge inherent in social constructivism.  

Quite a few theoretical and methodological approaches to discourse theory exist. Several of these 

approaches have been seriously considered as relevant contributions to the theoretical framework 

implemented in this paper. Among the approaches that were taken into serious consideration for this 

paper was Ruth Wodak’s discourse-historical approach (Wodak, 2015), as well as Norman- and Isabela 

Fairclough’s more normative approach to political discourse theory (Fairclough & Fairclough, 2012). In 

addition to these methods, a number of critical discourse approaches and linguistic approaches also exist. 

However relevant these approaches may be, constraints to the scope and scale of this thesis mean that 

none of these approaches are among the main contributors to the theoretical framework of this paper.  
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The discourse theoretical framework of this paper will largely be based on Chantal Mouffe and Ernesto 

Laclau’s approach to discourse theory. Laclau and Mouffe presented their approach to discourse analysis in 

their paper ‘Hegemony and Socialist Strategy’ (Laclau & Mouffe, 1985). Since then, both Laclau and Mouffe 

have expanded on their approach with additional writings and deliberations. It does not seem that Laclau 

and Mouffe specifically aimed at creating a model for practical analysis of discourse. It rather seems that 

they strived at creating a model that could help explain the workings of a discourse on a more abstract 

level. In order to operate with Laclau and Mouffe’s approach to discourse analysis, theoretical 

contributions from writers that aim at adapting Laclau and Mouffe’s approach to a more practical analytical 

model will be consulted. Among such contributors are Marianne Jørgensen and Louise Phillips, who in their 

book ‘Discourse Analysis: as Theory and Method’ write extensively on the strengths and weaknesses of 

Laclau & Mouffe’s approach to discourse analysis (Jørgensen & Phillips, 2002). Another contributor is Anne 

Klara Bom, who has developed a practical three-step analytical model based on Laclau and Mouffe’s 

approach to discourse analysis (Bom, 2015).  

I will now deliberate on how ‘discourse’ and ‘discourse analysis’ are understood in this thesis: 

 

 ”underlying the word ‘discourse’ is the general idea that language is structured according to different 

patterns that people’s utterances follow when they take part in different domains of social life.” 

(Jørgensen & Phillips, 2002, p. 1). 

 

This concept of discourse is very inclusive, as discourses can be seen as including language as a socially 

constructed phenomenon. It might be argued that some things exist that are not part of a discourse. 

Anticlimactically, the mere act of talking about these things will make them discursive. The concept of 

discourse in this thesis is thus based on the idea that anything is potentially discursive. It follows that 

discourse analysis, is the analysis of the elements a discourse is comprised of. The concept of discourse 

analysis can be further built upon with the concept of political discourse analysis. Teun van Dijk states that 

political discourse is defined by the actors participating in the discourse. These participants include 

contributors as well as recipients of a message that in some manner should be political (Dijk, 1995, pp. 12-

13).  

 

Van Dijk states that political discourse can be seen as political action (Dijk, 1995, p. 20), which is a claim 

very similar to (Fairclough & Fairclough, 2012, p. 1)’s claim that practical reasoning/discourse should be 

seen as action. Among discourse theorists, it is a common belief that the act of contributing to a discourse 

should be seen as contributing to the social construction of the perceived perception of social reality. Most 
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of the mentioned discourse theorists agree that discourse is a prerequisite for the shaping of the social 

world. In order to transform an idea to action, it is necessary to employ discourse. By employing discourse, 

different actors can argue for their desired reality and it is through this process that change does or does 

not happen. As mentioned, (Fairclough & Fairclough, 2012, p. 1) in fact believes that the process of 

discourse does not simply lead to action, but that this process in itself constitutes action.  

 

Any discourse’s construction is based on what might be termed a particular key sign. Such a particular key 

sign is called a ‘nodal point’ in Laclau and Mouffe’s discourse theory. A nodal point is in itself not significant. 

It is only when the nodal point is seen in the context of other signs that its meaning can be interpreted. 

Signs that give meaning to a given nodal point and thus are active elements in the construction of a 

discourse are called ‘moments’. In addition to the signs giving meaning to a discourse (see moments), a 

number of signs were also excluded from the construction of the discourse. These signs are termed 

‘elements’ (Laclau & Mouffe, 1985, p. 112). Elements are placed in what can be termed ‘the constitutive 

outside’, which consist of all the signs that are excluded from the construction of the discourse (Jørgensen 

& Phillips, 2002, p. 59).   

The processes in which moments give meaning to nodal points are called ‘articulations’. Discourses are 

expressed through articulations. Articulations can be any act, regardless of whether it is verbal or physical, 

which creates a connection between any sign and a nodal point. It is through articulations that the 

production, expression and evolution of a discourse can be evidenced (Jørgensen & Phillips, 2002, p. 26). 

The act of articulation is thus any act that by its mere existence reclassifies the identity of an element to 

that of nodal point or moment (Laclau & Mouffe, 1985, p. 105). 

Not all signs are inherently fixed within one discourse. ‘Floating signifiers’ are signs that can take on 

different meanings depending on the discursive context they are placed within. Floating signifiers can be 

identified as nodal points that belong in several discourses and have varying mixes of moments. Nodal 

point typically refers to a particular key sign within a specific discourse, whereas floating signifiers refer to 

the conflict between discourses to place the meaning of an important sign (Jørgensen & Phillips, 2002, p. 

28). The conflict between discourses to fix the meaning of an important sign will be elaborated upon in the 

following paragraph.  

It has already been stated that no discourse is permanent, as meaning can only be fixed to a discourse in a 

temporary manner. Following such reasoning, it makes sense that different discourses not understanding 

the same issue the same way, will be in a conflict to determine the dominance or hegemony needed to 

establish the meaning of the desired discourse (Jørgensen & Phillips, 2002, p. 32). When different 
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discourses are in conflict and a discourse that defines the meaning of reality challenges the hegemonic 

discourse, ‘hegemonic intervention’ occurs (Jørgensen & Phillips, 2002, p. 48).   

Discourses can be said to be each other’s ‘antagonisms’, when a conflict over the determination of meaning 

occurs between discourses that are defined by mutually exclusive views. In cases where such antagonisms 

can be evidenced, elements that are excluded from the nodal point’s construction of one discourse will 

possibly be realized as moments in the other discourse (Jørgensen & Phillips, 2002, p. 48). 

In some cases there are little or no doubt about what discourse a phenomenon should be fixed to. A 

discourse where this is the case can be said to be ‘objective’. For a discourse to be classified as objective, 

not just the creators, but also the recipients of the discourse must agree that the specific meaning belongs 

in a particular discourse. Laclau and Mouffe state that just because everything potentially is subject to 

change does not mean that everything will change in the foreseeable future (Laclau & Mouffe, 1985, p. 

110). Some things do in fact remain somewhat constant. It is rather common that the meaning associated 

with a discourse is stabilized, which in the theoretical terms of Laclau and Mouffe is termed 

‘sedimentation’. A discourse can be said to have achieved hegemony, when the discourse is classified as 

sedimented as well as objective (Laclau & Mouffe, 1985, p. 110). It should of course be remembered from 

previous paragraphs that hegemonic discourses are subject to challenges from alternative discourses, 

which again implies that no discourse is so stabilized that it is not subject to change (Jørgensen & Phillips, 

2002, p. 55). 

 

7.3 A practical model for discourse analysis 
As has been mentioned, a practical model for discourse analysis by Anne Bom will be adopted in this thesis 

(Bom, 2015). The analytical model contains three steps. The first step of Bom’s model is focused on the 

discourse’s nodal point and contents. Step one looks at what floating signifiers the nodal point may be 

linked with. Furthermore, it is asked what moments are associated with the nodal point. Another approach 

to step one is to ask what elements are contained in the constitutive outside, so that everything but the 

relevant discourse is in focus (Bom, 2015, pp. 67-67). The second step of Bom’s model concerns the 

production of discourse rather than the contents of discourse. Step two looks at articulations and what 

discursive resources have been employed in the production of these articulations. Furthermore, the second 

step looks at the role of actors as discursive representatives for imagined communities (Bom, 2015, pp. 68-

70). The third step of Bom’s model draws on the two first steps of analysis and looks at the 

construction/production of affective discursive practices. Step three looks at the relationship between 
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articulation (the production of discourse) and interpellation (the ideological drive of an actor involved in 

discourse). Furthermore, the third step asks the very basic question of what the societal consequences of 

alternative discourses may be (Bom, 2015, pp. 70-72). In practice, this thesis will not operate with these 

three steps as distinct analytical processes within a model. Instead a more fluid approach to Bom’s model 

will be employed. In this approach, the contents of the steps in Bom’s model will be considered more of a 

continuum of analytical reference points, rather than as constituent function of the steps. The reason for 

adapting Bom’s model is that there is a certain overlap between Bom’s three steps, which creates the 

foundation for repetition within the model. The contents of Bom’s three steps will therefore be considered 

outside of a prefixed step-defined structure.  

 

7.3.1 General concepts in the context of Bom’s model 

Understanding the concepts listed below is necessary in order to operate with Bom’s model. These 

concepts can be said to be relatively general and does not supply real analytical entry-points according to 

Bom’s model.  

7.3.1.1 Moments  

The concept of nodal points has already been defined, as the sign or element around which other signs are 

focused to give meaning to a discourse. These other signs that help create the meaning of the nodal point 

are called moments. In the context of this thesis, a nodal point is perceived as a point of meaning that 

different discourses can be interested in gaining hegemony over. The moment is correspondingly any 

collection of elements that manage to establish a distinguishing characteristic of the nodal point. Elements 

not part of the nodal point or a moment are of less interest, as they are not actively contributing to the 

defining of a relevant nodal point. These elements in the constitutive outside can nonetheless shed some 

light on the meaning of a discourse, when it is asked what a discourse does not consist of. A discourse can 

to some degree be defined by what it does not consist of and in such a reverse definition of a discourse, it 

can be helpful to look at elements from the constitutive outside.   

 

7.3.1.2 Interpretative repertoire 

The concept of interpretative repertoire contains different connotations in different contexts. In 

the context of Bom’s model, interpretative repertoire should be seen as a toolbox or a collection 

of resources that can be used rhetorically to construct meaning through articulations. An 

interpretative repertoire is in principle individual, but in practice, many of the contents in an 
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interpretative repertoire are shared by many people. To identify the contents of an interpretative 

repertoire, one should look at the articulations resulting thereof (Bom, 2015, p. 48). In this thesis, 

it is of relevance how the Danish media’s interpretative repertoire is evidenced through 

articulations in the case material. 

 

7.3.2 Analytical entry-points to Bom’s model 

The concepts listed below function as analytical entry points to the analysis of discourses. While the more 

general concepts listed above, taken together with the presented context for discourse theory, help 

establish the foundation for the analytical process suggested in Bom’s model.  

7.3.2.1 Dominant and antagonistic discourses  

The concepts of hegemony and antagonism are not defined in detail by Laclau and Mouffe within the order 

of discourse. In this thesis, these concepts will therefore be based on Jørgensen and Phillips’ ideas on the 

construction of these concepts:  

 

“The concepts of ‘antagonism’ and ‘hegemony’ will, in this construction, belong to the level of ‘the order 

of discourse’; ‘antagonism’ is open conflict between the different discourses in a particular order of 

discourse, and ‘hegemony’ is the dissolution of the conflict through a displacement of the boundaries 

between the discourses.” (Jørgensen & Phillips, 2002, p. 56). 

 

In this context hegemony within a discourse should be understood as the successful attaching of a nodal 

point’s meaning to a particular discourse. The discourse that failed to attach the nodal point’s meaning to a 

discourse should be considered the antagonistic discourse. With any discourse, there will be competing 

discourses striving to dominate the meaning of a given nodal point. To determine whether a discourse is 

dominant/hegemonic or not, this thesis will look at what discourse successfully has attached meaning to 

the pertinent nodal point. The discourse managing to attach meaning to a nodal point will be considered to 

be dominant. The discourse not succeeding in attaching meaning to a nodal point will be considered to be 

an antagonistic/alternative discourse. In determining whether a discourse has achieved a measure of 

hegemony on the pertinent issue or if the discourse has failed to do so, the discourses’ relative positions to 

each other are revealed. These relative positions help define the discourses and the context in which they 

create and attach meaning, it is therefore not insignificant whether a discourse can be said to be 

hegemonic or antagonistic in nature.  
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7.3.2.2 Scale 
Bom finds Laclau and Mouffe’s use of representations too abstract to employ in practical analysis. For this 

reason, Bom has integrated the concept of scale in step two of her analytical model. The concept of scale 

can according to Bom help illustrate representations. Scales should according to Bom be understood as 

groupings of articulation that are focused geographically. These speech groupings help define and shape 

the conception of arguments and ideas (Bom, 2015, p. 50). While the concept of scale is just one among 

several points of analysis, it is important in the context of this thesis, as it allows for the distinction of 

arguments operating on different geographical levels. 

 

7.3.2.3 Interpellation 

In the third step of the analysis, it is necessary to include the concept of interpellation from Bom’s model. 

Interpellation can be understood as a process, where a position is created for an individual. In this context a 

position can be understood as an opinionated attitude or a role. In the interpellation process, the individual 

is encouraged to accept the constructed position. Another term for these positions is subject positions. 

When an individual as the recipient of a text/discourse accepts the offered attitude/role, the individual 

identifies with the subject position created by interpellation and can thereafter be termed a subject (Bom, 

2015, p. 40). It makes sense to include interpellation as a point of analysis, as it allows for the identification 

of attempts at interpellation. Whether subject positions are actually accepted or not will likely be more 

difficult to ascertain based on the case material. 

 

 

7.4 Defining right-wing populism 
Defining right- wing populism is not altogether a simple task. Right-wing populism seems like one of those 

concepts that are very commonly used, but where the person using the concept takes it for granted that 

everyone share his/her understanding of the concept. Another aspect of defining right-wing populism is 

that very few actors openly want to acknowledge that they are populists. Indeed, being characterized as a 

right-wing populist would not be attractive to an actor, as the concept of right-wing populism can be seen 

as being loaded with negative values.  

 

Ruth Wodak believes that right-wing populism is defined by three recurring traits. The first of these traits is 

the idea of the “the people”, which consist of an imagined homogenous unified national population. Wodak 

states that in right-wing populism, the idea of “the people” is often defined by ethnicity (Wodak, 2015, p. 

26). The second element of Wodak’s definition of right-wing populism is based on the idea of “the others”, 
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these “others” can take many shapes, but in right-wing populism “the others” usually consist of the political 

elite or ethnic out-groups (Wodak, 2015, p. 26). The third trait of right-wing populism is based on the 

relationship and discourse between “the people”, elites and “the others”. Right-wing populism employs a 

discourse, where “the people” distances themselves in an antagonistic relationship from “the others”. “The 

others” can in some cases be equated with the political elite. Wodak states that right-wing populism thus 

can be seen as a concept based on the relations between “the people” and “the others” (Wodak, 2015, pp. 

26-27).  

Other ideas on the concept of populism have also been researched for this thesis. Margaret Canovan 

presents a definition of populism, where populism is perceived as a certain style of politics (Canovan, Trust 

the People! Populism and the Two Faces of Democracy, 1999, p. 2) 1. Andre Krouwel et al. instead see 

populism as an ideology (de Raadt, Hollanders, & Krouwel, 2004, p. 1). These ideas have not been specific 

to the concept of right-wing populism, but more general on the issue of populism. Common to all 

researched definitions are the presented idea of “the people” and elites. Wodak distinguishes between 

populism and right-wing populism by the question of ethnicity and nativism: 

“right-wing populism presents itself as serving the interests of an imagined homogenous people inside a 

nation state, whereas left-wing populism or other parties also employing populist strategies have an 

international stance, look outwards and emphasize diversity or even cosmopolitanism (albeit in 

different ways).” (Wodak, 2015, p. 47). 

 

Right-wing populism in this thesis is thus based on the premise of the existence of anti-immigration rhetoric 

subject to the idea of a homogenous people. The questions of nativism and ethnicity are thus important 

determinants in distinguishing populism from right-wing populism. Whether populism is a certain style of 

politics or an ideology is a big question to answer in this thesis, as the question has implications in a field of 

research that is not of direct interest to this thesis. However, for the sake of clarity, the analysis will be 

based on the premise that populism is a certain style of politics, as considering populism an ideology 

possibly would have the implication that any actor employing populist rhetoric could be considered a 

populist. An actor can therefore make use of right-wing populist rhetoric, without being classified as a right-

wing populist. 

                                                             
1 Canovan has more recently classified populism as a ”thin” ideology rather than a style of politics (Canovan, 2002, pp. 
25-26). It thus seems that there is some convergence on the understanding of the concept of populism among 
theorists.  
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Such an example would be Anti-immigration rhetoric. It is in this thesis defined as the use of rhetoric 

arguing against immigration. Such rhetoric does not have to be derogatory or mean-spirited in nature, but 

simply be based on an argument stating that immigration is not desirable. A number of reasons for why 

immigration is not desirable exist, whether these reasons are qualified or not is not up to this thesis to 

evaluate.  

 

7.5 Explaining the shift towards right-wing populist parties 
There exist a wide variety of explanations for the political shift towards right-wing populism that many 

believe has taken place in recent history. Several of these explanations are accounted for in this thesis. As 

was made clear in the case selection method, this thesis does not try to answer whether a general political 

shift towards right-wing populism has occurred. Rather this thesis tries to answer this question on a case-

based approach for a case sample that roughly represents the traditional Danish government parties and 

the typical Danish anti-immigration parties. Even though most of the explanations presented below take it 

for granted that a shift towards right-wing populism in fact has occurred, this thesis will make no such 

assumption, as the assumption largely would invalidate the research question. The explanations listed 

below are supplied from a wide variety of sources. Some of these sources are academic in nature, while 

others are based on news speculation. The point of accounting for the possible reasons for a shift towards 

right-wing populism is that some of these explanations potentially can help corroborate the findings from 

the case analysis and possibly the explanations supplied by the case contributors.  

New political focus and multicultural globalization 

Nate Cohn tries to explain the Brexit referendum with a postindustrial labour thesis. Cohn states that the 

establishment of the industrial society, which traditional socialism is based upon, no longer exists in 

western societies. Western societies have instead moved into a postindustrial societal stage. In the 

postindustrial society, workers do not face the same challenges as they did in the industrial society and 

would in any case not perceive these challenges the same way. Redistribution and labour protection are no 

longer the dominant issues for most western social-democratic parties. “Multicultural globalization has 

made issues of immigration and international trade the dominant issues of the national political debate” 

(Cohn, 2016). Cohn believes that right-wing populist parties flourish within this changed political landscape, 

as these new issues are able to break traditional party ties (Cohn, 2016).  

Fear and crisis 

The Economist explains why it is no longer possible to isolate right-wing populist parties in European 
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national politics (Economist, 2015). The surge in popularity seen with many European right-wing populist 

parties are largely caused by fear of immigration among the population, which has worsened in recent 

years, as conflicts in the MENA region have resulted in increased immigration to Europe. The Economist 

states that many of the present right-wing populist parties and groups in Europe are not exactly new, as 

many were founded in the 1990s or based on older organizations. However, it is a relatively new 

phenomenon that right-wing populist parties feeding on such fear have gained the level of political power 

that they currently have. The earlier trend with such parties was that they were often isolated in 

parliament, as other political parties and interests largely ignored them. The Economist postulates that as 

the fear of immigration increases, right-wing populist parties will naturally attain greater political influence. 

According to The Economist, it seems that as right-wing populist parties attain more political power, the 

trend which enables these parties become self-reinforcing. The Economist states that as right-wing populist 

parties gain more influence, the established political parties are forced to work with these parties. The 

Economist also points out that many right-wing populist parties are anti-EU and the recent financial crisis 

followed by the Euro crisis have helped fuel fear and distrust among many of the right-wing populist 

parties’ potential voters. 

Legitimatizing right-wing populism  

Krouwel et al. explain that many western social democratic political parties have adopted core issues of 

right-wing populists and thus have helped legitimize right-wing populism. The problem with adopting right-

wing populist issues can be explained by the concept of the “the triple challenge” (Bale, Luther, Sitter, 

Green-Pedersen, & Krouwel, 2010, p. 412). The first challenge is that the issues that populist radical right 

parties usually campaign on, such as immigration, are issues traditionally owned by the political right. The 

authors state that the mere existence of such issues works to the benefit of right-wing populist actors. The 

second challenge is that right-wing populist actors “steal” votes from the traditional centre left thus 

weakening the centre left’s voter base. The third challenge is that the existence of strong right-wing 

populist parties has resulted in the formation of right governments including right-wing populist parties 

(Bale, Luther, Sitter, Green-Pedersen, & Krouwel, 2010, p. 412). The authors identify three different 

strategies that social democratic parties employ to deal with this triple challenge. The first of these 

strategies is for the social democratic parties to maintain its current position on the value-laden issue. The 

second strategy is to defuse the argument by directing the debate towards one of its own issues. The third 

strategy is to change its position on the issue and adopt the views of right-wing populist actors (Bale, 

Luther, Sitter, Green-Pedersen, & Krouwel, 2010, p. 412).  
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Right-wing populism has become mainstream in Denmark 

Milne points out that while the focus on immigration issues is nothing new in Danish election political 

debates, the extent to which it dominated the political election debates up to the parliamentary election in 

2015 is unprecedented in Danish politics. The fact that immigration issues dominated the Danish 

parliamentary election debates in 2015, often to the exclusion of other important issues indicates a change 

in Danish politics. Such a change is according to Milne further evidenced by the fact that some of the most 

extreme statements on immigration did not originate from the Danish People’s Party, but from traditional 

political parties. Milne observes the phenomenon that the rhetoric and issues usually employed by The 

Danish People’s Party has become mainstream in Denmark and a competition seems to exist between 

some established parties and the Danish People’s Party about who can be the most extreme on the issue of 

immigration (Milne, 2015).  

 

7.6 Measuring versus detecting right-wing populism – a classical content 

model 
Rooduijn and Pauwels propose a practical model for measuring populism (Rooduijn & Pauwels, 2010). In 

this model Rooduijn and Pauwels operate with a grading scale in order to determine how populist different 

actors are in relation to each other (Rooduijn & Pauwels, 2010, p. 9). The model is based on the belief that 

populism is an ideology and not simply a style of politics (Rooduijn & Pauwels, 2010, p. 8). In its original 

shape, the model is designed to be a tool for comparison of populist actors across different countries. The 

model applies to text on a paragraph level, where it identifies the antagonistic correlations between 

references to ‘the people’ and to ‘elites’. Cases of such correlations are taken as an indication of the 

presence of populism. The amount and quality of such correlations are then used to grade the level of 

populism present in the text (Rooduijn & Pauwels, 2010, pp. 9-10).  

For the purpose of this thesis, Rooduijn and Pauwels’ model will be somewhat simplified, as some of the 

contents of the model are redundant for analysis in this paper. This thesis does not contain several country 

cases, but instead a single country case with a time dimension. The analysis in this paper will not be directly 

concerned with the level of populism, but rather whether populism is present or not. The grading scale 

presented by Rooduijn and Pauwels’ model is therefore not included in this paper’s theoretical framework. 

As this paper tries to find whether populist rhetoric in discourse has changed over time among populist and 

traditional political actors, this adapted model will be based on the perception that populism is a style of 

politics rather than an ideology. In this thesis it is believed that an actor can make use of populist rhetoric, 
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while in fact adhering to a non-populist ideology. Rooduijn and Pauwels’ model is based on the concept on 

populism rather than the concept of right-wing populism. This thesis will thus adapt the model to right-

wing populism, with the introduction of Wodak’s concept of “the others” being introduced to the model 

(Wodak, 2015, pp. 26-27).  

In practical terms, the adapted model will be used to detect the presence of right-wing populist rhetoric as 

a style of politics in the case material. It is necessary to test the cases for the presence of right-wing 

populist rhetoric, as information hereof is a precondition for testing hypothesis one, which was presented 

in the introduction.  The model is focused on rhetoric on a paragraph level. Where references to ‘the 

people’ coincide with references to “the others” and/or “elites”, it will be taken as an indication of the 

presence of right-wing populist rhetoric. Whether a text can be classified as containing right-wing populist 

rhetoric thus depends on whether an antagonistic relationship is presented between “the people” (typically 

Danes) and “the others” (elites or groups defined by nativism). Where “the others” are defined by elites 

and not by nativism, it is possible that the text makes use of populist rhetoric other than right-wing populist 

rhetoric. The point of this adapted model is to indicate whether right-wing populist rhetoric has been used 

in a text, which is done by accounting for the correlations between an author’s use of an antagonistic 

relationship between “the people” and “the others”. These correlations are based on a paragraph level, 

which means that there potentially can be several correlations in a text. The use of right-wing populist 

rhetoric within a text is more likely, where several of such correlations can be evidenced.    

The model presented above is as stated a tool to identify the use of right-wing populist rhetoric within a 

text. In this thesis, a text would be one of the debate articles comprising the case material. It is necessary to 

identify the use of right-wing populist rhetoric in a comparison between the two cases, as such a 

comparison can be used in testing hypothesis one. 

 

 

7.7 Analytical toolbox 
To answer the posed research 

question, a number of theoretical tools 

are included in this thesis’ theoretical 

framework. These theoretical tools are 

located within two separate 

disciplines. One of these disciplines is 
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discourse theory, which is a theoretical area with roots in linguistic theory. However, discourse theory is a 

discipline that is finding increased use in a variety of other schools of theory. The framework presented by 

Laclau and Mouffe is thus a framework that can be used within the social sciences as well as within 

linguistic theory. The other discipline used in this thesis is theory on right-wing populism, which is 

theoretical area that has become increasingly relevant in recent years. As was stated in the introduction, 

these two disciplines seem to be converging towards each other. 

 

The three circles presented in the funnel above represent the three-pronged theoretical approach of this 

thesis to testing the hypotheses.  

 

7.7.1 Approach one: detecting right-wing populist rhetoric 

Rooduijn and Pauwels’ model is designed to detect right-wing populist rhetoric within the case material. By 

testing the case material for right-wing populist rhetoric, it is possible to compare across the two cases and 

test whether hypothesis one holds true or not. Hypothesis one states that the use of right-wing populist 

rhetoric within the refugee debate is more common in case two compared to case one. The theoretical 

approach represented by Rooduijn and Pauwels’ model is thus vital in answering hypothesis one.  

 

7.7.2 Approach two: Identifying articulations and interpellations 

The model for analyzing discourse’s, which is inspired by Bom contains a number of entry points to the 

analysis of discourses. By entry points, this thesis refers to concrete points of analysis and tools for analysis. 

Among these entry points are the concept of discourses, interpellation and articulation. The mentioned 

entry points are not limited to Bom’s model, as they are also discussed within the chapter on the context of 

discourse theory. It is within this chapter that the concepts of discourse, hegemony and articulations are 

first introduced. The purpose with this approach is to supply a practical model for analysis of discourse. By 

mapping discourses and their contents, which includes interpellations and articulations, it is possible to 

compare the amount of anti-immigration rhetoric employed within the two cases. Through such a 

comparison, hypotheses two and three can be tested, as it is within the discourses that the use of anti-

immigration rhetoric is located. The theoretical approach concerned with identifying interpellations and 

articulations thus justifies its existence by establishing the conditions necessary for testing hypothesis two 

and three.  
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7.7.3 Approach three: interpretative lenses 

Throughout the discourse theoretical section, a number of relevant concepts are presented. Some of these 

concepts are explanatory and help establish the theoretical foundation of the discourse-analytical model, 

without necessarily being actively applied in the final analytical product. Some of these concepts are the 

constitutive outside, elements and the concept action in the context of discourse. Other concepts can be 

seen as entry points to the analysis that will not be employed to their full potential in this thesis; such 

concepts are hegemony, scale, institutional representations. While the use of these concepts will be limited 

within the analytical section of this paper, they are important in understanding the analysis and its context. 

It can be said that these interpretative lenses, which consist of the concepts establishing the theoretical 

context in this paper, in are fact vital for understanding approach one and two, as they enable the theory 

and tools employed within those approaches.  

 

8 Case one analysis 

8.1 Discourses 

Within the case material several distinct discourses can be distinguished. All of these discourses evolve 

around the nodal point of the status of the Bosnian refugees residing in Denmark. The conflict between the 

different discourses is based on two related issues. The first relates to whether the Bosnian refugees should 

be allowed to have their asylum applications processed and possibly be integrated in the Danish system. 

The second issue is whether the Bosnian refugees should remain in Denmark on a temporary status only or 

whether the Bosnian refugees should be helped in Denmark at all. These questions represent the 

fundamental differences between the discourses presented below. Two different discourses might agree 

on a path of action, while employing different reasoning for pursuing such action, which means that two 

discourses can have the same objective, but advance different arguments for wanting to achieve this 

objective. The discourses in this analysis are thus defined by the relationship between the discourse’s 

objective, and its reasoning for why this objective is important. A conflict between the different discourses 

striving to attach meaning to the nodal point focused on the temporary status of the Bosnian refugees can 

thus be discerned.  This discursive conflict will be elaborated upon later in this thesis. 

With regards to moments, it can be said that the moments defining the different discourses are 

largely represented by the arguments and reasoning forwarded within the specific discourses. The 

primary moment defining the legal discourse can thus be said to be the fact that a legal argument 
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is forwarded within the discourse. Within the temporary status discourse, a number of moments are 

also defined by the forwarded arguments. One such argument is based on the fact that the refugee 

convention refers to refugees as being in need of temporary protection and not of permanent residency. 

Another moment within the temporary status discourse is defined by the argument that integrating 

refugees deducts from Denmark’s capacity to receive refugees in the future. 

 

8.1.1 The legal discourse  

What in this thesis is called the legal discourse states that the Bosnian refugees should be allowed to have 

their asylum applications processed, as it is stated by law that these asylum applications should be 

processed within two years of the asylum applications being filed. 

The reasoning behind the legal discourse is that legislation states that the Bosnian refugees should have 

their asylum applications processed within two years of their applications being filed. The legal discourse 

thus states that the temporary status defining the Bosnian refugees’ status in Denmark was always meant 

to be temporary in nature and the processing of the asylum applications is the therefore the next legal step 

in the Bosnian refugees’ status in Denmark.  

 

8.1.2 The temporary status discourse 

What in this thesis is called the temporary status discourse states that the Bosnian refugees should reside 

in Denmark as long as they have a need for protection, but that their stay in Denmark is temporary in 

nature, meaning that they should return home when it is safe.  

Within the temporary status discourse, it is argued that there are a number of potential risks associated 

with allowing the Bosnian refugees to apply for asylum. One of these risks is that by allowing the Bosnian 

refugees to have their asylum applications processed, public support for Denmark’s refugee commitments 

will erode, as the process of integrating a large number of refugees potentially will erode the Danes’ 

support for the refugee cause. The Danes’ support for the refugee cause will be weakened, as failed 

integration will be costly and create a number of problems in the Danish municipalities. Denmark will thus 

be able to do less to help refugees in the future, if the Bosnian refugees are allowed to apply for asylum. 

Another argument defining the temporary status discourse is that a majority of the Danes do not support 

the processing of the Bosnian refugees’ asylum applications. 
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8.1.3 The neighborhood discourse 

What in this thesis is called the neighborhood discourse states that while the Bosnian refugees fleeing from 

war should be helped, help should be granted in the neighborhood of the conflict and not in Denmark.  

The neighborhood discourse reasons that the Bosnian refugees should not have their asylum applications 

processed and that the best way to help refugees is in the geographical neighborhood of the conflict. 

Within the neighborhood discourse, it is believed that it is more effective to help refugees close to their 

home country, both economically and culturally. Another argument employed in the neighborhood 

discourse is that the Bosnian refugees are not wanted in Denmark, as a majority of the Danish population 

desires tighter refugee policies. There is thus an element of anti-immigration rhetoric present in the 

neighborhood discourse. This anti-immigration rhetoric is based on the arguments that the number of 

people of Bosnian descent within Danish Society will quickly increase and that many may want to live in 

Denmark because of the attractive Danish social system, which attracts many foreigners.  

 

While the discourses listed above are representative of the discourses employed within the case material. It 

should be noted that these discourses are not the only discourses within the debate on the temporary 

status of the Bosnian refugees. A number of additional discourses are likely to exist from other contributors 

to this debate. It can be that contributors, though not belonging to any of the three political parties 

analyzed in this thesis, contribute to the identified discourses, but they might just as well be contributing to 

discourses not identified in this thesis. Additionally, there exist many discourse contributors that are not 

active politicians, but merely contribute to political discourses. Besides the three discourses listed above, 

other potential discourses can also be glimpsed from the case material. It might be argued that there exists 

a discourse that is focused on humanitarian values and a discourse focused on international cooperation. 

However, while these potential discourses might be glimpsed from the case material, they are not easily 

defined, as they appear to be more secondary in nature to the primary discourses identified above.  

 

8.2 Mapping discourse contributions  

Mapping the case contributors’ opinions and determining what discourses they contribute to is necessary 

for this thesis to proceed with researching the presented hypotheses. The mapping of discourses is the step 

that establishes the foundation for the following analysis, which in turn enables the comparison of the two 

cases. 
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8.2.1 The status of the Bosnian refugees  

This section of the thesis will identify the case contributors’ contributions to the primary topic within the 

case one material, which according to the case selection method is the status of the Bosnian refugees.  

 

8.2.1.1 Ellemann-Jensen 

Ellemann-Jensen argues that he does not believe that the 18.000 Bosnian refugees should be offered a 

permanent stay in Denmark. It is thus stated by Ellemann-Jensen that he does not believe that the Bosnian 

refugees should have their asylum applications processed after staying in Denmark two years. The 

reasoning for this point of view is that Ellemann-Jensen believes that by offering the Bosnian refugees a 

permanent stay in Denmark, the refugee cause will suffer, as the public support among the Danish 

population potentially will erode with the attempted integration of the 18.000 Bosnian refugees. The public 

support for the current humanitarian attitude towards refugees will erode, as the practical problems of 

integrating the Bosnian refugees in the municipalities become a reality to the Danes. These practical 

problems will be most apparent in the Danish municipalities and are not specified further by Ellemann-

Jensen. Ellemann-Jensen’s arguments for why the Bosnian refugees’ temporary status should be 

maintained largely rest on the premises of the temporary status discourse, as his reasoning is based on 

arguments about why the Bosnian refugees should only reside in Denmark on a temporary status. 

 

”I definitely respect the prime minister’s and the interior minister’s wish to offer 18,000 Bosnian 

refugees in Denmark a permanent stay. I just do not agree. And I also want my point of view to be 

respected, which is that you do not do the refugee cause any favors by changing the principle on 

temporary status” (Ellemann-Jensen, 1994). 

 

“Is it right to grant the 18.000 refugees the opportunity for permanent residence? I do not believe so – 

seen in a greater context. As it can risk changing the public support for the discussed humanitarian 

attitude to refugees I discussed at Venstre’s national congress.” (Ellemann-Jensen, 1994). 

 

“And the very big practical problems it will create for the municipalities cannot simply be ignored as the 

government has done. As it is here that the problems become reality, as the attitude to the future 

refugee policies is formed.” (Ellemann-Jensen, 1994). 
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8.2.1.2 Hornbech 

Hornbech believes that residency permits to the Bosnian refugees should be granted in a time-limited 

fashion and that these residence permits should be aimed at a temporary stay. These temporary residence 

permits should be granted the first seven years of the Bosnian refugee’s potential stay in Denmark. 

Hornbech states that she does not believe that the Bosnian refugees should become immigrants in 

Denmark. It is thus apparent that Hornbech does not believe that the Bosnian refugees should be allowed 

to have their asylum applications processed after their first two years in Denmark. Hornbech’s argument 

for not wanting the Bosnian refugees asylum application processed is that she does not believe that there is 

enough support among the Danish voters to justify the processing of the Bosnian refugees asylum 

applications. Another argument employed by Weiss states that the refugee convention does not intend 

refugees to become immigrants, but rather to grant them temporary protection until the refugees can 

return to safety in their home country. Hornbech thus primarily employs reasoning based on the temporary 

status discourse, when arguing for the Bosnian refugees’ status to remain temporary. However, when 

Hornbech refers to the refugee convention and Denmark’s international obligations, it can be said that she 

also employs some rhetoric from the legal discourse.  

 

”Venstre believes that all residency permits should be granted in a time-limited fashion the first seven 

years and with focus on a temporary stay. Naturally, it was therefore a disappointment as well as a 

violation of an implied understanding, when a majority of parliament yesterday agreed that all 18.000 

Bosnians should now become immigrants.” (Hornbech, 1995). 

 

“Firstly, I believe that the phrase »refugees should not become immigrants« makes sense. It is also 

understood and supported far beyond Venstre’s voters and the statement is also in accordance with 

the refugee convention.” (Hornbech, 1995). 

 

”The refugee convention concerns protection of people fleeing and specifically states that the 

protection usually ceases, when the person in question can gain protection in the person’s own country 

again.” (Hornbech, 1995). 

 

 

8.2.1.3 Weiss 

Weiss states that the government has promised that the Bosnian refugees can have their asylum 

applications processed, but with no guarantee that these applications will result in asylum being granted. 
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One reason that the government cannot promise asylum is that it is not the government that grants 

asylum, but the refugee board. The reasoning presented by Weiss states that the Bosnian refugees will get 

their asylum applications processed, as it is stated by law that the asylum applications should be processed 

within two years of the applications being filed. The main argument Weiss presents for processing the 

Bosnian refugees’ asylum applications is thus a legal argument. Furthermore, Weiss refers to a 

recommendation made by the UN that recommends that the Bosnian refugees should be allowed to have 

their asylum applications processed. With regards to the practical processing of the asylum applications, 

Weiss adds that the cases can be processed expediently and that extra resources will be dedicated to 

assure the processing time. It is stated by Weiss that in the case of peace in the former Yugoslavia, many of 

the refugees will return home and their asylum applications will thus not have to be processed. Weiss thus 

primarily make use of the legal discourse, when arguing for processing the Bosnian refugees’ asylum 

applications. However, some use of the temporary discourse can also be evidenced, when Weiss refers to 

her belief that many Bosnian refugees will return home of their own volition.  

 

”The Government has not promised the Bosnian refugees asylum. We have promised that they get their 

asylum applications processed. The two things are not necessarily the same. By the way, it is a decision 

that is made by the refugee board and not by the government.” (Weiss, 1994). 

 

“We allow them to apply for asylum, because it is stated in the law on temporary residency that their 

asylum applications have to be processed after a maximum of two years delay. We also let them apply 

for asylum, because the UN Refugee Commission recommends it – as they recommended the temporary 

protection, when it was implemented in the end of 1992, as a legislation proposal from the previous 

government.” (Weiss, 1994). 

 

“It is my conviction that many of the cases concerning the Bosnian war refugees can be determined 

expediently, because there is good information on the issue and many of the cases are similar in nature. 

Additionally, many of the refugees will return home without asylum processing, if circumstances in the 

former Yugoslavia allow it.” (Weiss, 1994). 

 

“In order not to hinder the ambition to reduce the time it takes to process asylum cases in the asylum 

system, additional case workers will be added to the immigration- and refugee board.” (Weiss, 1994). 
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8.2.1.4 Simonsen 

Simonsen believes that we should help refugees, specifically he comments on the Bosnian refugees. Such 

help should take place in Denmark and in the vicinity of the conflict. In this context Simonsen refers to the 

integration of refugees, which indicates that Simonsen is not against the idea that refugees should be 

integrated.  The reason Simonsen forwards for helping refugees and thereby integrating refugees is that we 

have a humanitarian obligation that demands that we should help refugees. It is not entirely clear whether 

Simonsen believes that the Bosnian refugees should have their asylum applications processed. He also 

stresses that while we should integrate refugees, we should prioritize determining the amount of refugees 

to be integrated. The reason we cannot integrate all refugees is that integrating all refugees would put too 

much stress on local communities. In this context Simonsen argues that the number of refugees tend to 

increase with family reunifications. Simonsen considers the receiving and integration of refugees to be 

necessary, but states that integration requires local considerations of the possibilities for integration of 

these refugees. Insofar as Simonsen argues for the integration of refugees, he makes use of the legal 

discourse, as he states that we have an obligation to help the refugees. However, Simonsen also refers to 

the problems associated with integrating too many refugees, which means that Simonsen also believes that 

refugees should be helped in the neighborhood of the conflict. By arguing that more refugees should be 

helped in the neighborhood of the conflict, Simonsen makes use of the neighborhood discourse. Some use 

of the legal discourse is also employed by Simonsen, to the degree that Simonsen can be said to argue for 

the processing of the Bosnian refugees’ asylum applications.   

 

“I do not for a moment doubt our humanitarian obligations towards refugees in need. We should help 

refugees in the vicinity of the war zones, but we should also receive them here in Denmark. Exactly 

because we have this obligation, we have to prioritize.” (Simonsen, 1993). 

 

”There are limits for how many refugees and immigrants we can integrate in our local communities. It 

can sound harsh, but it is worse to close our eyes for the consequences of failed integration, as the 

amount of refugees in certain parts of the country becomes too great.” (Simonsen, 1993). 

 

”That does not change that a big growth in the amount of refugees still occurs as a consequence of 

family reunifications. This is the case with immigrants and to an increasing degree also refugees. We 

currently experience the biggest growth in Aarhus municipality among the group of stateless 

Palestinians. When we in the municipality must and should resolve the need to receive additional 
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refugees from the war afflicted areas, then we should consider the development in the total amount of 

immigrants and their possibilities to be integrated in the local communities.” (Simonsen, 1993). 

 

8.2.1.5 Jacobsen 

Jacobsen believes that the Bosnian refugees residing in Denmark should be returned to their homeland, as 

there is at the time of his writing a semblance of peace in the former Yugoslavia. The Bosnian refugees 

should be returned home, even though many of them currently are in the process of having their asylum 

applications processed. Jacobsen clearly states that she does not want the Bosnian refugees to become 

immigrants and be integrated. The reasoning behind Jacobsen’s statement that the Bosnian refugees 

should be returned home is that there is now peace in the former Yugoslavia and there thus no longer is a 

need for protection of refugees abroad anymore. In continuation of this argument, Jacobsen states that 

most of the refugees have not yet gained permanent residency permits in Denmark and can therefore be 

sent home. Jacobsen also argues that the Bosnian refugees should return home, because they are the 

people best suited for rebuilding their country. The final argument Jacobsen presents for sending the 

Bosnian refugees home is that the integration of the Bosnian refugees will mean that waiting lists at 

hospitals, care for the elderly and other welfare improvements in society will become a second priority, as a 

majority of parliament prioritize the Bosnian refugees higher than living conditions for the Danes. Jacobsen 

makes use of elements of the neighborhood discourse, as she states indicates that she has anti-immigration 

sentiment. Beyond the use of the neighborhood discourse, Jacobsen states that as there is no longer a need 

for protection of the Bosnian refugees residing in Denmark, they should return home, as their temporary 

status in Denmark no longer is necessary.    

 

”The refugees from the former Yugoslavia must return home now. In the midst of the joy of the message 

of peace in the former Yugoslavia, a deep wondering emerges about the fact that the refugees living 

here do not stand in line to return home and rebuild their motherland. It should also raise questions that 

the Danish government currently is more occupied with reporting that »the refugees have permanent 

residence permits« and therefore cannot be sent home against their will.” (Jacobsen, 1995).   

 

“Firstly, it is a fact that the refugees were granted residence permits because their country was at war.  

Fortunately that is no longer the case.” (Jacobsen, 1995).   
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“Secondly, it is a fact that only a few of the refugees have lived in the country more than the three years 

it takes before they attain the right to permanent residence permits. They can thus be sent home, if the 

circumstances in the home country allow it and circumstances are good now.” (Jacobsen, 1995).   

 

“But a precondition for a lasting peace is that the refugees themselves participate in the rebuilding of 

the country. Who should be better suited for it than them?” (Jacobsen, 1995).   

 

“If parliament does not support The Progress’ Party’s proposal, but instead hides behind a date that as a 

consequence means that Denmark has gotten almost 20.000 additional immigrants instead of helping 

20.000 refugees from the terrors of war, then the Danish population has to conclude that the help to the 

elderly, waiting lists at hospitals and other completely necessary improvements are put in the 

background yet again, because the majority of parliament take more consideration to foreign guests 

than to securing our own citizens proper living conditions.” (Jacobsen, 1995).  

 

 

8.2.1.6 Christensen  
Christensen believes that Denmark should not receive Bosnian refugees or refugees in general. Christensen 

thus does not believe that the Bosnian refugees should have their asylum applications processed. It is 

stated by Christensen that The Progress Party believes that people in need, which in this case is the Bosnian 

refugees, should be helped, but that this help should not consist of receiving refugees in Denmark.  

Throughout his debate article, Christensen presents several arguments for not receiving refugees in 

Denmark. One such argument is that it is more effective to help people in need close to their home 

country, as it is cheaper and because the people in need will remain in their own environment. This 

argument is thus largely based on the argument that help close to the home country is better for all 

concerned. Another argument for not receiving refugees is that by receiving too many refugees, Danes risk 

being outnumbered by foreigners in our own country, which is perceived as an undesired case. According 

to Christensen, such a scenario is possible, as the number of refugees and other immigrants received in 

Denmark should be multiplied by a factor of three, as they get family reunifications and have children. 

Christensen argues that many people want to immigrate to Denmark, because the Danish social system is 

attractive. The final argument forwarded by Christensen states that the majority of the Danish population 

desires tightened immigration policies and that the government thus misrepresents the population by 

processing the Bosnian refugee’s asylum applications. Christensen clearly makes use of the neighborhood 
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discourse, which can be evidenced by his anti-immigration sentiments and the fact that he believes 

Denmark should not receive refugees, but instead help refugees in the neighborhood of the conflict.  

  

”The Progress Party has since its beginning clearly stated that we want the refugee stream stopped. We 

do not want the Danes to become a minority in our own country. We do want to participate in helping 

people in need, but it should happen as close to their home country as possible. The people concerned 

will thus remain in their own environment and you also get the most for your money this way – every 

study confirms this.” (Christensen, 1994). 

 

”And it is not just the single immigrant we are speaking about. In the municipalities one becomes three, 

as family reunifications and children should be considered. We are thus discussing a completely 

different number than those Interior Minister Birte Weiss are presenting.” (Christensen, 1994). 

 

”The Danish social legislation is especially attractive and that has naturally been rumored in other 

countries. Many immigrants have thus traversed half continents to partake of the Danish welfare 

system.” (Christensen, 1994). 

 

”The facts are that the government is not in sync with the majority of the population in this case. The 

population wants significantly tighter policies and it is not without reason that one Mayor after the 

other now demand tightened policies.” (Christensen, 1994). 

 

It is difficult to ascertain what discourse is hegemonic discourse within the debate on the status of the 

Bosnian refugees residing in Denmark. It is possible that the dominant discourse is not even among the 

identified discourses, but instead is located among a discourse that has not even been identified. In this 

way, it is difficult to operate with an incomplete dataset within the mentioned debate. However, it is clear 

that all of the three identified discourses are employed by several case contributors and that each 

discourse is most prevalent among a specific political party. The legal discourse is mostly used by the social-

democrats and Venstre, while the temporary status discourse is mostly used by Venstre. The neighborhood 

discourse is mainly used by the Progress Party. It does make sense that there are a correlation between the 

political parties and what discourses they use, as the discourses were identified on the basis of these same 

political parties. It is thus even more interesting that all the political parties also make use of discourses 

that might be thought to belong to a different political party.  While the material in case one is focused on 

the issues of potential integration of the Bosnian refugees and the question of the Bosnian refugee’s 
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temporary status. There are a number of related issues that are discussed or emerge throughout the case 

one material. Some of these discussions are prevalent throughout several of the debate articles in case one 

and will be presented in the following paragraph. 

 

8.2.2 Related topics within the case material 
The discussion, beyond the main topic, that seems to be the most prevalent throughout the case one 

material is a discussion about how the Bosnian refugees are treated while residing in Denmark and what 

conditions they live under in Denmark. Identifying related debates within the case material can be 

important for the understanding of the issues discussed in the case material, as these discussions might 

pertain to a debate that is not considered the primary nodal point.  

 

Ellemann-Jensen states that he is interested in bettering the living conditions that the Bosnian refugees 

residing in Denmark are subjected to. One way of bettering these conditions would be to enable the 

activation of the 18.000 Bosnian refugees. In this case, activation means some manner of access to the 

labour market. According to Ellemann-Jensen, it is difficult to achieve a consensus on doing so, as the 

government is too concerned with its own plan to discuss alternative plans.  

 

“We must now see if we can find a broad political majority to create a better existence for the 18.000 

that are our temporary guests.” (Ellemann-Jensen, 1994). 

 

“The government has been so preoccupied with pushing their own solution through that it has not been 

possible to discuss the possibilities to break through the many rules hindering activating the 18.000.” 

(Ellemann-Jensen, 1994). 

 

Weiss also expresses an interest in bettering the conditions for the Bosnian refugees. The bettering of these 

conditions should according to Weiss be part of a concerted effort including the government, Venstre and 

The Conservatives.  

 

“And finally we are looking forwards to Venstre, but hopefully also The Conservatives will partake in 

bettering the living conditions for the 18.000 Bosnian war refugees, who under strained conditions 

reside in Denmark, while they await peace. And - for most – to return.” (Weiss, 1994). 
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As was elaborated upon in the last paragraph, one of the reasons that Jacobsen believes that the Bosnian 

refugees should be returned to their home country is that the costs of having refugees residing in Denmark 

detracts from the welfare benefits available to Danes, e.g. care for the elderly. While Jacobsen does believe 

that the Bosnian refugees should be returned home, she believes that such a return should happen in a 

way that is proper and dignified for the Bosnian refugees. According to Jacobsen, it is the government’s 

responsibility to assure such a process. The proper and dignified return of the Bosnian refugees to their 

home country would include that Denmark bears a responsibility for housing and economic safety for the 

Bosnian refugees in the initial period after they are returned home. 

 

“The government should according to our thinking immediately start planning how the return home can 

happen in a proper and dignified manner.” (Jacobsen, 1995). 

 

“In the case that there are not enough residences to the returned from Denmark, the necessary number 

should be constructed, so that all returned refugees are assured that they can start their new existence 

in the home country under decent conditions. In addition to the residence, Denmark should also as a 

kind of »Marshall Help« assure that there are economic possibilities for the individual to cope with the 

initial difficult period.” (Jacobsen, 1995). 

 

From Ellemann-Jensen, Weiss and Jacobsen it can thus be evidenced that there is some discussion on the 

issue concerning how the Bosnian refugees are treated while residing in Denmark. This discussion also 

extends to how the Bosnian refugees are to be treated, when they return home. The discussion is as stated 

not prevalent in all the case material and it is most prevalent in Ellemann-Jensen’s and Jacobsen’s debate 

articles. In addition to the discussion presented above, there are additional issues discussed in the case 

material. One example hereof is that Ellemann-Jensen raises the issue of political correctness within the 

debate on refugees. These related issues are however not within the primary scope of this case and will not 

be pursued, as they are not prevalent among the case material. With the mapping of case contributions 

and discourses in case one, this thesis can proceed with identifying the representations defining the 

discourse. Representations will be considered in detail in the following sections on institutional 

representations and scale.  
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8.3 Scale and institutional representations  

Among the case material, all the case contributors are elected representatives of political parties. These 

politicians as a minimum represent the voters of the party they represent, but may also have a claim to 

represent a greater share of the Danish population. It could be argued that as a member of parliament, you 

are not only responsible for representing a limited sharer of the voters, but the interests of the Danish 

population as a whole. Granted, most politicians probably believe that the Danish population as a whole is 

best served by the political party they represent. Likewise, a social-democratic mayor like Simonsen might 

believe that he is responsible for representing the collective interests of his entire municipality and not 

simply the social-democratic voters within the municipality. Establishing institutional representations 

makes it clear who the case contributors claim to represent on the institutional level. Whether the case 

contributors also make use of symbolic representations is a different question. There are some elements of 

symbolic representations that can be glimpsed from the case material. However, these symbolic 

representations are vague in nature and few in number, which is why they will not be of major concern to 

this thesis. It is in any case less relevant than the scales at which these contributors operate 

The target group is evidently to be found on the Danish national scale. The mentioned politicians all have 

different roles, but whether their roles are defined as members of government, the political opposition or 

the national parliament, they all operate on the national political level. Determining what scales the 

different aspects of the debate takes place on helps create a clearer and more coherent picture of the 

debate. Several conflicts based on scale can be observed throughout the case material. One of these 

conflicts is based on the conflict between the legislation the government wants approved and the 

municipal scale. This conflict is best evidenced by the statements made by Simonsen, who is the Mayor of 

Aarhus. Simonsen states that there are limits to the amount of immigrants and refugees that the Danish 

local communities can integrate. This scale is focused on the Danish national scale, from where national 

refugee policies are administered and the UN scale from where the refugee convention is overseen.  

The conflict is evidenced by Hornbech’s and Weiss’ different understandings of the refugee convention. 

Weiss states that the government’s proposed processing of the Bosnian refugees asylum applications is in 

accordance with the refugee convention and UN recommendations. Hornbech understands the refugee 

convention as stating that refugees should only be granted temporary residency, while Weiss states that 

circumstances have changed, as the nature of the Bosnian civil war has been reconsidered by the UN 

refugee council.  

 

This section should note that Denmark in fact lived up to what was considered its international obligations 

with regards to the Bosnian refugees and that there is in the presented case material some focus on these 
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obligations. Weiss and Hornbech actively refer to Denmark’s international obligations to the UN and the 

Refugee Convention. In this case they both make use of the legal discourse, as they refer to Denmark’s 

international commitments towards refugees. In the quote by Ellemann-Jensen listed below, it is apparent 

that he refers to some obligations on the international and European level, while simultaneously stating 

these obligations can be potentially risky to Denmark and its partners:  

 

”How can we promote the international cooperation. How can we contribute to make Europe a more 

peaceful place to live. The problem can quickly escalate for us and our European partners. In that case 

we should be careful not to risk our own values, because we have not prepared ourselves for the 

situation in time.” (Ellemann-Jensen, 1994). 

 

Ellemann-Jensen indicates that the civil war in Bosnia and situations like it potentially can jeopardize our 

values. It thus seems that Ellemann-Jensen does not argue against Denmark’s international obligations, but 

rather cautions against unpreparedness. 

As the thesis has shown, the scale, institutional and cooperation lenses can be successfully applied to 

discourses in the case one material. However, the validity of a lens does not negate that of others and the 

application of other interpretative tools retains all its interest. In particular, when it allows the reader to 

recall an aspect of political communication that has become so common as to forget it is a rhetoric tool in 

the first place. Such an example is the use by all parties of interpellation, a tool to secure the audience’s 

sympathy before the argument has even begun. 

 

 

8.4 Interpellation 

There are a number of examples of the case contributors presenting subject positions to their recipients. 

These examples originate from every discourse. In some debate articles, the use of interpellations is more 

pronounced compared to other debate articles. Hornbech’s debate article is an example of a debate article, 

where it is difficult to identify overt attempts at interpellation. In the theory section it was stated that 

interpellation happens, when a case contributor presents a subject position, which is then accepted by the 

recipient of the discourse. The subject position does not have to be specifically targeted at a recipient for 

successful interpellation to happen. In this case successful interpellation is simply understood as the subject 

accepting a subject position without necessarily knowing who specifically presented the subject position. 

Since most debate contributors actively create subject positions that they desire their recipients to accept, 

it is logical to map these subject positions and briefly discuss whether it is likely or not that the recipients of 
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the subject position will accept the subject position. Comparing the use of interpellations between the two 

cases can help illustrate different uses, which in turn can help answer hypothesis two postulating that anti-

immigration sentiments are more common in case two than they are in case one.   

 

Even though Hornbech does not appear to make much use of overt attempts at interpellation, the headline 

of her debate article possibly presents a subject position. This headline is: ‘Refugees not immigrants’ 

(Hornbech, 1995), which posits the position that refugees should be distinguished from immigrants. From 

the context of Hornbech’s debate article, it is clear she believes that refugees should only reside in 

Denmark while they need protection and return to their home country afterwards. Whether the Bosnian 

refugees agree with this sentiment is unclear, as the case material does not include the discourse from 

refugees. However, as has been stated, the main conflict in case one is focused on this exact issue of 

whether the Bosnian refugees should reside in Denmark under a temporary status or have their asylum 

applications processed, which indicates that there is not a Danish political consensus on the subject 

position presented by Hornbech.  

 

Weiss presents several subject positions throughout her debate article, one of these subject positions urges 

Venstre and The Conservatives to take part in bettering the living conditions for the Bosnian war Refugees. 

In the second of these subject positions, Weiss presents a subject positions for the Bosnian war refugees 

residing in Denmark. In this subject position, it is stated that most of these refugees are only residing in 

Denmark until peace makes it possible to return to their homeland. In his more recent debate article, 

Ellemann-Jensen states that he indeed is willing to better the conditions for the Bosnian war refugees and 

the subject position presented by Weiss is thus accepted. Even though Ellemann-Jensen accepts a subject 

position presented by Weiss, it does not mean that he agrees with the entire legal discourse. Rather it 

could be argued that they merely agree on the issue of how the Bosnian refugees are treated while residing 

in Denmark. It is difficult to speculate on whether the Bosnian war refugees indeed intended to return to 

their home country after an ended civil war, as the circumstances surrounding Weiss’ attempt at 

interpellation in May 1994 changed significantly before the civil war in Bosnia ended.  

 

“And finally we are looking forwards to Venstre, but hopefully also The Conservatives will partake in 

bettering the living conditions for the 18.000 Bosnian war refugees, who under strained conditions 

reside in Denmark, while they await peace. And - for most – to return.” (Weiss, 1994). 
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In this subject position, Ellemann-Jensen states that Danes should fight racism and xenophobia when they 

encounter it. Ellemann-Jensen thus attempts to associate being Danish with fighting racism and 

xenophobia, which implies that anyone not doing so does not fit in the subject position of Ellemann-

Jensen’s idea of what it means to be Danish. As has already been briefly discussed, it seems unlikely that 

anyone would disagree with such sentiments, as not even people employing racist and xenophobic rhetoric 

likes to acknowledge such use their use of such rhetoric. 

 

“From Venstre’s national congress an appeal sounds to all Danes to fight racism and xenophobia, when 

they encounter it.” (Ellemann-Jensen, 1994). 

 

Simonsen states that a subject position has been created for him that he has not accepted. The subject 

position is presented by a journalist named Ulrik Høy. In this subject position, Simonsen is presented with a 

number of opinions that he does not accept. Based on the contents of Simonsen’s debate article (see 

earlier quotes), these opinions likely concern some views on refugee- and immigration policies that are 

stricter than the opinions Simonsen himself believes that he represents.  

 

“In his article of 27 august, Ulrik Høy deals with the theme of Aarhus city fair, which has the title 

»Borderless«. This leads him around – and it leads him astray. He tries to build a contradiction between 

the city fair theme and my opinions in the current refugee- and immigration debate by associating 

opinions with me that I have not expressed.” (Simonsen, 1993).  

 

Christensen presents the subject position that Simonsen has come to agree with The Progress Party’s belief 

that tighter policies are needed, as Denmark is flooded by refugees and immigrants. It is unknown whether 

Simonsen accepts this subject position or not, as Christensen’s debate article is more recent than 

Simonsen’s debate article. However, it seems that Simonsen in his debate article rejects a subject position 

presented by Ulrik Høy that contains elements of anti-immigration. Simonsen therefore might also reject 

the subject position presented by Christensen, as it might contain more anti-immigration rhetoric than 

Simonsen wants to be associated with. Two additional subject positions are presented by Christensen. The 

first of these subject positions can be read from the earlier presented quote stating that the government is 

out of sync with the Danish population and a significant amount of the Danish mayors. Subject positions are 

thus created for the Danish population and mayors. The second of these subject positions can be read from 

Christensen’s earlier presented quote that many immigrants travel to Denmark from far away to benefit 

from Denmark’s attractive social system. Christensen thus presents a subject position for many Danish 
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immigrants, which states that these immigrants travel to Denmark to benefit from an attractive social 

system. 

 

”The parliament’s negligence has now resulted in the Aarhus-Mayor Thorkild Simonsen confirming The 

Progress Party in its year long fight to tighten up. Thorkild Simonsen now realizes that Denmark is being 

flooded by refugees and immigrants.” (Christensen, 1994). 

 

Jacobsen presents the subject position that some Bosnian refugees might prefer to live an easy life in 

Denmark, rather than returning to Bosnia to rebuild the country. Furthermore, an additional subject 

position can be glimpsed from the earlier presented quote stating that a majority of parliament take more 

consideration to foreign guests than they do to Danes. A majority of the Danish parliament has thus been 

presented with a subject position stating that they are more concerned with the Bosnian refugees than 

they are with the Danes. It is unclear whether a majority of the Danish parliament would accept or reject 

such a subject position. However, Weiss, who is one of the parliamentary members urging the processing of 

the Bosnian refugees’ asylum applications, bases her reasoning on a legal argument, which does indicate a 

preference prioritizing refugees higher than Danish citizens.  

 

“The good Danish social conditions can result in some preferring »the sleeping pillow« in Denmark 

rather than go back and help rebuild the country.” (Jacobsen, 1995). 

 

A variety of positions that the case contributors want accepted by readers and other recipients of their 

debate articles have been identified in the section above. These subject positions help define the 

discourses they are located within. Whether a subject position is likely to be accepted or not, in turn 

indicates the relative influence of the discourse presenting the subject position. There are of course many 

lenses which can be applied to the texts, whether in the case material or not. These lenses and the subject 

positions the thesis has identified, will accompany the reader in constructing a toolbox able to discern 

between simple rhetoric and the actual belief in right wing populism. 

 

 

8.5 Detecting right-wing populism 

By applying Rooduijn and Pauwels’ model for detecting right-wing populism, this thesis will attempt to 

identify the correlations between antagonistic references to ‘the people’ and ‘others’. From the theory 

section it should be remembered that ‘others’ can refer to elites as well as groups defined as different by 
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nativism sentiments. While these correlations cannot prove the presence of right-wing populism, they can 

indicate such a presence. The purpose of this section of the analysis is to determine what case contributors 

have made use of possible right-wing populist rhetoric and what case contributors have not. Identifying 

possible trends in the use of right-wing populist is a precondition for testing hypothesis one.   

 

Among the case material, only two of the six debate articles contain clear cases of the antagonistic 

correlations between ‘the people’ and ‘others’. These debate articles are authored by Christensen and 

Jacobsen. Among the other case contributors, there are generally few references to ‘the people’ and none 

of these are openly antagonistic towards ‘others’. In order to avoid too great uncertainties, the practical 

application of Rooduijn and Pauwels’ model will only be concerned with clear cases of antagonistic 

correlations between ‘the people’ and ‘others’. In Jacobsen’s debate article, there is one clear antagonistic 

correlation. This correlation concerns the antagonistic relationship between the Danish population (the 

people) and a majority of parliament (political elite). The conflict is focused on the idea that a majority of 

parliament wants to integrate 20.000 Bosnian refugees, which will result in welfare reductions for the 

Danish population. There is thus also an element of nativism in Jacobsen’s argument, even though the main 

conflict is not observed between the Danish population and the Bosnian refugees. According to Jacobsen’s 

argument, the Bosnian refugees are more of an object in the conflict between the Danish population and a 

majority of parliament. Within Christensen’s debate article, three distinct antagonistic correlations 

indicating conflict between ‘the people’ and ‘others’ can clearly be distinguished. One of these conflicts is 

based on the issue that immigrants (others) receive housing subsidies that enables them to live in big 

apartments, which in turn results in fewer apartments being available to Danes (the people) and 

sentiments of unfairness that immigrants can afford better housing than many Danes. Another conflict 

presented by Christensen states that many immigrants (others) come to Denmark to take advantage of the 

Danish social system by claiming to be persecuted in their home countries, even though that is not 

necessarily the case. Christensen states that it is the Danish tax payers (the people) paying for such free 

rider behavior from immigrants. The last conflict presented by Christensen states that if the current level of 

refugees (others) immigrate to Denmark, Danes (the people) will end up being an ethnic minority in their 

own country. 

 

Based on the presented antagonistic correlations, it thus appears that Christensen and Jacobsen make use 

of right-wing populist rhetoric, which does not necessarily mean that they themselves are right-wing 

populists. It was discussed in the section defining right-wing populism that an actor can make use of right-

wing populist rhetoric without necessarily adhering to the right-wing populist ‘ideology’. It should be noted 
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that there is a clear link between the actors employing right-wing populist rhetoric and the actors making 

use of the neighborhood discourse. Christensen and Jacobsen, who are the two primary actors using the 

neighborhood discourse are thus also the actors making use of right-wing populist rhetoric. At the same 

time, Christensen and Jacobsen are both members of the Progress Party, which means the use of right-wing 

populist rhetoric in case one is limited to members of the Progress Party. An analogous analysis will be 

conducted for case two. The use of right-wing populist rhetoric in the two cases can then be compared and 

help prove or disprove hypothesis one. Hypothesis two states that the use of right-wing populist rhetoric is 

more common in case two than it is in case one. 
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9 Case two analysis 
 

9.1 Discourses 

 

Within the case material, several distinct discourses can be distinguished. The nodal point of all these 

discourses is the amount of refugees received in Denmark. The conflict between the different discourses is 

based on whether Denmark should receive fewer refugees, if Denmark should integrate the refugees it 

receives and the scale of Denmark’s commitments in the neighborhood of the conflict. These are the 

fundamental differences between the discourses presented below. Two discourses might agree on a path 

of action, while employing different reasoning for pursuing such action, which means that two discourses 

can have the same objective, but have different reasons for wanting to achieve this objective. The 

discourses in this analysis are thus defined by the relationship between the discourse’s objective and its 

reasoning for why this objective is important. A conflict between the different discourses striving to attach 

meaning to the nodal point focused on the amount of refugees received in Denmark can thus be discerned.  

This discursive conflict will be elaborated upon later in this thesis. 

 

With regards to moments, it can be said that the moments defining the different discourses largely are 

represented by the arguments and reasoning forwarded within the specific discourses. The primary 

moment defining the protective discourse can be said to be the argument and reasoning that there is a 

need to protect Denmark from external opportunistic actors represented by refugees and migrants. 

Likewise, the responsibility discourse is based on the argument that Denmark should live up to its 

commitments and responsibilities.  

 

9.1.1 The overwhelmed discourse  

What in this thesis is called the overwhelmed discourse is based on the premise that Denmark simply 

cannot handle the large amount of refugees arriving to Denmark. The Danish system is not geared towards 

processing and integrating the amount of refugees that the Danish immigration system is currently exposed 

to.  

 

Within the overwhelmed discourse, the main argument is that the Danish system cannot handle or process 

the amount of refugees currently arriving to Denmark. The overwhelmed discourse is not identifying the 

refugees as the problem, rather the problem identified in this discourse is based on the idea that the 
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Danish system cannot cope with the number of refugees, Denmark’s capacity and processes for receiving 

refugees is thus seen as the main problem. Nonetheless, there is an overlap with the protective discourse 

presented below, as both discourses contain arguments that are based on the costs of receiving refugees. 

However, where the protective discourse’s anti-immigration arguments are based on the refugees’ 

opportunistic behavior, the anti-immigration arguments in the overwhelmed discourse are concentrated 

inwards on Denmark’s lacking capacity to receive refugees. There are clear links between some of the 

rhetoric used in the temporary status discourse presented in case one and the overwhelmed discourse 

identified in case two.   

 

9.1.2 The protective discourse 

What in this thesis is called the protective discourse is based on the premise that Denmark should be 

protected against a large number of refugees or migrants that want to take advantage of attractive social 

benefits in Denmark. It is believed that such behavior detracts from the prosperity and possibilities of 

groups among the Danish population.  

 

Within the protective discourse, it is argued that Denmark needs to be protected against opportunistic 

refugees and migrants, who specifically are drawn towards Denmark and other wealthy North-European 

countries, as these countries tend to have attractive social benefits. This discourse reasons that most 

immigrants arriving in Denmark potentially have opportunistic motivations. A key argument employed 

within the protective discourse is that the opportunistic behavior of immigrants tends to result in the Danes 

becoming poorer or key welfare benefits being compromised. The protective discourse thus sees 

immigration as a zero-sum game, where the presence of immigrants deducts from the Danish population’s 

welfare. The protective discourse can be understood as being based on anti-immigration sentiments, as the 

discourse generally is skeptical of immigration.   

 

9.1.3 The responsibility discourse  

What in this thesis is called the responsibility discourse is based on the idea that Denmark has a 

responsibility and a role in the refugee crisis. Such responsibility can be seen as obligations owed to 

Denmark’s international and regional partners, but it can also be seen as a moral responsibility towards the 

refugees themselves.  

 

Within the responsibility discourse, it is argued that Denmark should live up to its obligations and 

responsibilities in resolving the refugee crisis. One such responsibility consists of receiving refugees and 
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attempting to integrate them within Danish borders. The reasoning for why Denmark should receive 

refugees can be based on humanitarian or other moral sentiments. Alternatively, responsibility arguments 

can also be based on real commitments made by Denmark to its international partners, for instance, the 

UN or the EU. It can be argued that there is some kind of overlap between the legal discourse presented in 

case one and the responsibility discourse, as the responsibility discourse likely would see legal obligations 

as a type of responsibility.   

 

9.1.4 The conflict zone discourse  

What in this thesis is called the conflict zone discourse is based on the notion that refugees should be 

helped locally in the neighborhood of the conflict.  

 

Within the conflict zone discourse, it is argued that it is necessary to invest and help in the neighborhood of 

the conflict to reduce the number of refugees arriving to Denmark. The conflict zone discourse does not 

necessarily comment on whether investments and help in the neighborhood should be the primary path of 

action for Denmark, or whether such investments and help should run parallel with the receiving of 

refugees in Denmark. Instead the conflict zone discourse merely states that investments and help in the 

neighborhood of the conflict are necessary to increase stability in the conflict zone and decrease the 

amount of refugees arriving in Denmark. There are a number of similarities between the conflict zone 

discourse and the neighborhood discourse, which was presented in case one. Obviously, both discourses 

emphasize the help in the neighborhood of the conflict, but where such help in the neighborhood discourse 

comes at the cost of helping in Denmark, this is not the case with the conflict zone discourse. Additionally, 

where the neighborhood discourse contains elements of anti-immigration, the conflict zone discourse does 

not necessarily do so.  

 

While the discourses listed above are representative of the discourses employed within the case material. It 

should be noted that these discourses are not the only discourses within the debate on the amount of 

refugees received in Denmark. A number of additional discourses are likely to exist from other contributors 

to this debate. Other parties and their members, besides the three parties analyzed in this thesis, might 

contribute to any of the identified discourses, but they also might be contributing to discourses not 

identified in this thesis. Additionally, there exist many discourse contributors that are not active politicians, 

but merely contribute to political discourses. These discourse contributors can also be expected to 

contribute to a wide variety of discourses. Besides the three discourses listed above, other potential 

discourses can also be glimpsed from the case material. It might be argued that there exists a discourse 
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that is focused on what Denmark might gain from receiving refugees; this discourse can for instance be 

evidenced from Hornbech’s debate article. Other possible discourses might be focused more on integration 

and the lack thereof. However, while these potential discourses might be glimpsed from the case material, 

they are not easily defined, as they appear to be more secondary in nature to the primary discourses 

identified above.  

 

 

9.2 Mapping discourse contributions  

Mapping the case contributors’ opinions and determining what discourses they contribute to is necessary 

before this thesis can proceed with researching the presented hypotheses. The mapping of discourses is the 

step that establishes the foundation for the following analysis, which in turn enables the comparison of the 

two cases. 

9.2.1 The amount of refugees received  

This section of the thesis will identify the case contributors’ contributions to the primary topic within the 

case two material, which according to the case selection method is the amount of refugees received in 

Denmark.  

 

9.2.1.1 Hornbech 

Hornbech argues that we in Denmark should make use of the refugee stream, but also be aware that 

Denmark cannot receive all the refugees immigrating towards Denmark. It is stated by Hornbech that 

refugees should be considered immigrants, as modern conflicts have a long duration. This means that when 

the conflict is over, the refugees have become immigrants. Building on this argument, Hornbech states that 

only a few idealists would want to return to a war-torn country after having resided in Europe, which 

implies that Hornbech does not believe that most refugees would return to their home country to rebuild. 

Additionally, Hornbech states that the refugee stream in some ways can be beneficial to Denmark, as 

Denmark needs the additions to its labour force it potentially represents, which is based on the argument 

that the Danes do not reproduce sufficiently. While Denmark should receive refugees, Hornbech believes it 

is also important to support peace and stability with investments in in the neighborhood of the conflict. In 

the short-term Denmark should thus pursue a strategy, where refugees are received in Denmark and 

refugee camps in the neighborhood of the conflict are sponsored by the Danish state. By acknowledging 

and addressing Denmark’s role in resolving the refugee crisis, Hornbech is making use of the responsibility 

discourse. In addition to the responsibility discourse, Hornbech is also making use of the conflict zone 
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discourse, when she refers to the need for help and investments in the neighborhood of the conflict zones. 

It could be argued that Hornbech is also making use of one of the alternative discourses that is not properly 

defined, namely a discourse concerning how Denmark can make use of refugees.  

 

”But should we receive the entire world? No, of course not. But the refugee stream is increasing in size 

and naturally that also affects Denmark, and if we act wisely in Denmark and in the EU, we can make 

use of the refugees.” (HORNBECH, 2016).  

 

”We had learned from history and had had to conclude that war and oppression in modern times take 

much longer time to resolve than expected. Refugees had already become immigrants.” (HORNBECH, 

2016). 

 

”Only a small number of idealists that has had residence in Europe will want to voluntarily return to a 

war-torn world, where a sound legal system, human rights and respect are out of reach.” (HORNBECH, 

2016). 

 

“We need laborers, as we cannot reproduce ourselves.” (HORNBECH, 2016). 

 

“The prosperous part of the world cannot get around working together and simultaneously spending 

money on refugee camps in the neighborhood of the conflicts, and at the same time provide a new 

Marshall help to the mentioned continents. At the same time, help should be provided to ensure 

stability and peace, and the building of new regimes, where human rights are the first priority, with the 

consequence that resourceful people prefer to remain in their own country to rebuild its prosperity.” 

(HORNBECH, 2016). 

 

 

9.2.1.2 Knuth 

Knuth believes that too many migrants see Denmark as an attractive destination offering attractive social 

benefits, which is why he is dedicated to tightening asylum legislation to keep these migrants away from 

Denmark. It is clear that Knuth believes that Denmark should receive fewer refugees and that the refuges 

received not necessarily should be integrated. It is stated that Denmark should participate in a common 

European solution, which clearly indicates that Knuth believes on a common EU solution to the refugee 

stream. However, Knuth also believes that Denmark should pursue independent policies in the meantime. 
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It is stated that Denmark will adhere to its humanitarian obligations, which likely refers to Denmark’s 

commitments towards the UN refugee convention. Knuth presents an investment made by the 

government, where ¾ of the investment aims at securing the EU’s outer borders, and the remaining ¼ of 

the investment aims at reducing poverty in the neighborhood of the conflict. Knuth clearly makes use of the 

protective discourse, when he refers to the migrants traversing Europe searching for attractive social 

benefits. At the same time Knuth makes some use of the responsibility discourse, when he acknowledges 

that Denmark does have humanitarian commitments and that these commitments should be respected. 

Knuth also discuss a government investment that is partly aimed at combatting poverty in the 

neighborhood of the conflicts, which means that Knuth also makes use of the conflict zone discourse. Part 

of the aforementioned investment is meant to help secure the EU’s outer borders, which again can be seen 

as the protective discourse in use.  

 

“Denmark shall no longer be a favorite destination for migrants traversing Europe in the search for 

countries offering the highest social benefits. I will therefore continue Venstre’s work with the current 

tightening on the asylum area.” (Knuth, 2015).  

 

“If we are to resolve the current refugee crisis, we have to work on a solution for Denmark, while we 

participate in the common European solution.” (Knuth, 2015). 

 

”When that is said. We will of course adhere to our humanitarian commitments and treat those that 

flee war and destruction in a decent manner. But Denmark cannot deal with the refugee crisis alone.” 

(Knuth, 2015). 

 

”At the same time, the government dedicates 750 million kr. to initiatives that among other things 

should be used at a stronger effort at EU’s outer borders, so as to lessen the stream to Europe and 250 

million kr. to strengthen the struggle against poverty in the neighborhoods of the conflicts.” (Knuth, 

2015).  

 

 

9.2.1.3 Gjerskov 

Gjerskov believes that it does not make sense for Denmark to tighten its immigration policies, as it does not 

do anything to resolve the refugee crisis. There is an element of solidarity in Gjerskov’s statement, as it is 

based on the argument that Denmark is simply rejecting its responsibility towards refugees and thus 
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making the situation worse for those who have to deal with it. It is argued by Gjerskov that the people 

fleeing to Denmark are desperate, as that is the only reason they might undertake the dangerous trip and 

expose their families to the dangers such a journey entails. In this context, the situation is only made worse, 

when countries like Denmark cuts off their food contributions to a country like Syria. Gjerskov sees a 

conflict between reducing Denmark’s efforts in the neighborhood of the conflict and tightening its 

immigration policies to avoid receiving as many refugees. It is argued by Gjerskov that if we are not willing 

to receive refugees in Denmark, then we should increase our effort in the areas from where the refugees 

arrive. Such effort consists of building a future for people in their home countries through development aid 

and dealing with current crises in crisis areas.  Gjerskov thus argues that Denmark has a clear responsibility 

in the refugee crisis. This responsibility extends to Denmark’s partners and likely also to the refugees 

themselves. Denmark cannot renounce its responsibility and a tightening of Denmark’s immigration policies 

must therefore be followed by an increased effort in the neighborhood of the conflict and development 

aid, as it is illogical to receive fewer refugees and decrease efforts to prevent and stabilize conflicts at the 

same time. Gjerskov makes use of the responsibility discourse as well as of the conflict zone discourse. 

When Gjerskov states that Denmark has a responsibility towards resolving the refugee crisis, she makes use 

of the responsibility discourse. In stating that there should be a balance between receiving refugees and 

preventing the creation of more refugees, Gjerskov again refers to the responsibility she believes is carried 

by Denmark. In recommending investments in the neighborhood of the conflict zone and development aid 

in general, Gjerskov makes use of the conflict zone discourse.  

 

”There are no fewer refugees in the world, just because Denmark tightens its immigration policies. We 

are just trying to place the problem elsewhere.” (Gjerskov, 2015).  

 

“When a person is ready to place a child’s life in danger on an unsafe boat in the Mediterranean, the 

desperation is apparent. A desperation that among other things is a result of the world reducing its food 

rations to the refugees from Syria by half, as no countries want to cough up the needed resources. Now 

Denmark joins the club of countries running from the bill. And simultaneously tightens for refugees 

arriving here.” (Gjerskov, 2015). 

 

“That is not how it works in the real world. If we do not want to help the refugees here, then we have to 

do it where they arrive from.” (Gjerskov, 2015). 
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“Do we want fewer refugees? Then there is only one method that works: give them a hope of a future in 

their own country. And how do we do that? Development aid. Aid in the form of humanitarian aid in 

crisis areas and long-term development of poor countries that potentially can become new departure 

points of refugees and migrants.” (Gjerskov, 2015). 

 

 

9.2.1.4 Larsen 

Larsen clearly states that he believes that the Danish Social-Democratic Party will do anything in its power 

to limit the amount of non-western refugees that Denmark should receive. A number of arguments for why 

Denmark should limit the number of refugees it receives are listed. These arguments are all based on the 

premise that Denmark cannot afford to receive a large number of immigrants and that Denmark also does 

not have the capacity to process a large number of refugees. Larsen specifically argues that receiving 

refugees would consume the existing room for economic maneuvers in Denmark, as it is expensive to 

receive refugees. At the same time, the Syrian refugees are particularly difficult to integrate. It is thus 

argued that the more refugees Denmark receives, the bigger problems will be faced by Denmark. As an 

example, Larsen states that the Danish municipalities are not able to carry the burden of receiving a large 

number of refugees. Another concrete problem with receiving refugees is that the Danish integration 

system does not have the capacity to process the large number of refugees currently immigrating to 

Denmark and that the limited success Denmark currently has with integrating refugees will be cancelled by 

receiving more refugees. Larsen’s arguments are thus clearly based on the premise that Denmark cannot 

afford to receive more refugees. The discourse employed by Larsen is the overwhelmed discourse, as 

Larsen argues that Denmark simply does not have the capacity to receive more refugees, as these refugees 

would inhibit Denmark’s economic maneuverability and cancel out the little progress that has been made 

with the integration of current immigrants.  

 

“We will do anything we can to limit the number of non-western refugees and immigrants arriving in 

this country.” (Larsen H. S., 2015).  

 

”Our analysis is that alone the economic consequence of the current level of refugees and immigrants 

will consume all public economic room for maneuverability. Non-western immigrants are historically 

difficult to integrate on the labour market and that is also valid for the Syrians coming here in these 

days. The more. The harder. The more expensive.” (Larsen H. S., 2015).  
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“It is also our analysis that the municipalities soon will crumble under the burden of housing the many 

refugees.” (Larsen H. S., 2015). 

 

“And finally, it is our analysis that we with the existing experiences about integrating non-western 

people in our society will be faced with a social disaster, when we get around to handling the many tens 

of thousands that very will soon be allowed into society. The little progress with integration will be 

cancelled and the Danish social housing market can simply not handle the task, which will result in 

breakdowns of schools, neighborhoods etc.” (Larsen H. S., 2015). 

 

 

9.2.1.5 Skaarup 

Skaarup believes that in order to attract fewer refugees, there should be distinguished between refugees 

and immigrants, so that refugees only reside in Denmark on a temporary basis. The implication of this belief 

is that Denmark should receive fewer refugees and instead focus on helping refugees in the neighborhood 

of the conflict. One of Skaarup’s arguments is that Denmark should change its refugee policies in order to 

attract fewer refugees, as the current level of refugees are resulting in welfare reductions in the Danish 

municipalities. Furthermore, Skaarup challenges the idea that Syrian refugees should be easy to integrate in 

Denmark, as he believe that they in fact are among the groups most difficult to integrate into Danish 

society. Skaarup’s arguments thus present the idea that Denmark should attract fewer refugees and that 

the refugees that do arrive to Denmark should not be integrated. Refugees should rather be helped in the 

neighborhood of the conflict. Skaarup clearly makes use of the protective discourse, when he refers to his 

belief that immigrants travel to Denmark in pursuit of a better life, which Skaarup is skeptical of. It is argued 

by Skaarup that Denmark should help refugees in need of help, but that such help primarily should be 

granted in the neighborhood of the conflict. Skaarup thus makes use of the conflict zone discourse and to a 

limited degree the responsibility discourse.  

 

“It is our clear conviction that distinguishing between refugees and immigrants will make Denmark less 

attractive as a destination for welfare migrants, who merely desire a better life.” (Skaarup, 2015). 

 

“It will also leave room for those who really flee from the terrors of war. It is those that we should help, 

even though they primarily should be helped in the neighborhood of the conflict.” (Skaarup, 2015). 
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”In 18 municipalities, the mayors have already confirmed that the costs of receiving refugees will result 

in welfare reductions for citizens. The mayors tell that it will be the elderly and children feeling the 

welfare reductions.” (Skaarup, 2015).  

 

“It is a myth that the integration of them into Danish society will be successful. The Syrians are among 

those most difficult to integrate.” (Skaarup, 2015). 

 

“This is why we want a completely new approach to the asylum policies; namely that refugees in 

principle should not be integrated, but be offered shelter and protection at asylum centers until they can 

return to their home countries.” (Skaarup, 2015).  

 

 

9.2.1.6 Henriksen 

Henriksen states that Denmark cannot receive all the people fleeing Syria, which implies that Henriksen 

somehow wants to limit the number of refugees arriving in Denmark. It is unclear to what degree Henriksen 

wants to limit the number of refugees arriving in Denmark. Maybe it is also unclear to Henriksen to what 

degree access to Denmark should be limited for refugees, as he states that he is currently working on a 

solution to the refugee issue that will preserve Denmark. At the same time, Henriksen believes that we all 

have a responsibility to help people fleeing war and oppression, which seems to clearly include the Syrian 

refugees, as they are in fact fleeing war and oppression. However, such help should not come at too great a 

cost to Denmark and its people, as Henriksen believes he has a greater responsibility to protect Denmark 

and its population as an elected politician. Henriksen states that people from Syria are difficult to integrate, 

which ultimately poses a threat to Denmark’s social- and cultural cohesion. Furthermore, Henriksen refers 

to a quote from Jacob Arendt Nielsen, which states that the Syrian refugees do not bring much with them 

in terms of education and that the fact of the numbers they arrive in will make them difficult to integrate. 

Henriksen thus presents the argument that refugees should only be received if receiving these refugees will 

not pose a problem for Denmark, while he at the same time argues that the same refugees in fact do pose 

problems for Denmark. Henriksen in effect argues for fewer refugees. By acknowledging that refugees need 

help, Henriksen refers to the responsibility discourse without necessarily making use of it, as he does not 

state that he believes that any such help should be supplied by Denmark. Henriksen makes much use of the 

overwhelmed discourse, when he states that Denmark cannot integrate the Syrian refugees. Additionally, 

Henriksen makes some use of the protective discourse, when he states that receiving refugees poses a 

threat towards Denmark’s social- and cultural cohesion.  
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“And the reality is that from Syria alone, roughly 11 million people have fled from the civil war. Denmark 

cannot receive that many people.” (Henriksen, 2015).   

 

”I am trying to find a solution, so that we help, but so that we also preserve our country, our social- and 

cultural cohesion.” (Henriksen, 2015). 

 

“We do not disagree that people fleeing from war and oppression need help, but because I am elected 

by the people, I have to face reality. It is my duty to protect Denmark and the people living here.” 

(Henriksen, 2015). 

 

“Unfortunately, the bigger picture shows that especially people from Syria and Eritrea are very difficult 

to integrate.” (Henriksen, 2015).  

 

”As Professor Jacob Nielsen Arendt from the Danish Institute for Local and Regional Government 

Research has stated »It will be a big challenge to integrate the Syrian refugees, as a consequence of 

their level of education and because they come in great numbers. At the same time, experience shows 

that education brought from the home country rarely help in getting jobs«.” (Henriksen, 2015).  

 

It is difficult to ascertain what discourse might be the hegemonic discourse within the debate on the 

amount of refugees to be received in Denmark. It is possible that the dominant discourse is not even 

among the identified discourses, but instead is located among a discourse that has not even been 

identified. In this way, it is difficult to operate with an incomplete dataset within the mentioned debate. 

However, it is clear that all of the three identified discourses are employed by several case contributors and 

that unlike in case one, each discourse is not primarily used by one political party. The responsibility 

discourse is used by actors from all three political parties. The conflict zone discourse is likewise used by 

actors from all three parties and so is the conflict zone discourse. Meanwhile the protective discourse is 

primarily used by the actors from the Danish People’s Party and to a lesser degree by Venstre.   

 

While the case two material is focused on the issues of the amount of refugees that should be received in 

Denmark and on the question whether refugees should be received at all, there are a number of related 

issues that are discussed or emerge throughout the material in case two. However, none of these 

discussions are prevalent throughout the debate articles in case two. The discussion beyond the main topic 
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that seems to be the most prevalent throughout the material in case two is a discussion concerned with the 

conflict between the refugee-related tasks delegated to the Danish municipalities and whether the Danish 

municipalities can handle these tasks. This debate is referred to by Larsen as well as by Skaarup, which is 

apparent from earlier listed quotes. However, since this debate does not seem to be prevalent throughout 

a majority of the case material, these arguments will not be discussed in further detail in this section of the 

paper, but some further discussion of the conflict will be presented in the section of the thesis concerned 

with scale. With the mapping of case contributions and discourses in case two, this thesis can proceed with 

identifying the representations defining the discourse. Representations will be considered in detail in the 

following sections on institutional representations and scale. 

 

 

9.3 Scale and institutional representations  

Among the case material, all the case contributors are elected representatives of political parties. These 

politicians as a minimum represent the voters of the party they belong to, but maybe they also have a claim 

to represent a greater share of the Danish population. It could be argued that as a member of parliament, 

you are not only responsible for representing a limited sharer of the voters, but the interests of the Danish 

population as a whole, both in Denmark and abroad. Establishing institutional representations makes it 

clear who the case contributors claim to represent. 

 

Along with this representative legitimatization, comes the power to increase the scale of rhetorical 

operation. Upon entering national representations and gaining legitimacy, politicians and parties almost 

automatically reach larger audiences and can take their message to new audiences. It is rather self-evident 

that the primary scale for the case material is the Danish national scale. The meaning is produced by Danes 

and published in Danish national media. The target group is evidently to be found on the Danish national 

scale. Bom states that producers of discourse operate on different scales depending on what scale they 

believe they belong on (Bom, 2015, p. 48). In determining the varying national levels the discourse operates 

on, it makes sense to first look at the author of the case material. The case contributors are representatives 

of the political parties they belong to.  

 

The case material reveals a third scale: the neighborhood of conflict zones. Typically referred to when 

discussing where to help refugees geographically. As pondered, Gjerskov and Hornbech both argue for the 

importance of establishing stability in the neighborhood of conflict zones. This indicates that both deem the 

scale based on the neighborhood of conflict zones to be important. Several of the other case contributors 
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explicit their preferences for action in the neighborhood of the conflict zones and thus further that scale as 

one to consider. References to Denmark’s obligations throughout the case material can refer to a UN scale 

and the refugee convention, as was seen in case one. However, such references are not clearly stated in 

case two and a clear identification to a UN refugee convention scale can therefore not be made. It cannot 

be said that there is a general emphasis on the importance of international cooperation among the case 

contributors. Any action should according to Hornbech, be taken on a European scale, but also on a more 

international scale between all affluent countries.  

 

“The entire prosperous part of the world has to work together and in a controlled manner, so as to 

share with the poor and unstable part of the world. The summer’s migration shows that it is urgent, if 

we here in the Europe, which becomes an increasingly smaller part of the world’s population wants to 

control our own future.” (HORNBECH, 2016). 

 

 

9.4 Interpellation 

There are a number of examples of the case contributors presenting subject positions to their recipients. 

These examples originate from every discourse. In some debate articles, the use of interpellations is more 

pronounced compared to other debate articles. Gjerskov’s debate article is an example of a debate article, 

where it is difficult to identify overt attempts at interpellation. In the theory section it was stated that 

interpellation happens, when a case contributor presents a subject position, which is then accepted by the 

recipient of the discourse. The subject position does not have to be specifically targeted at a recipient for 

successful interpellation to happen. In this case, successful interpellation is simply understood as the 

subject accepting a subject position without necessarily knowing who specifically presented the subject 

position. Since most debate contributors actively create subject positions that they desire their recipients 

to accept, it is logical to map these subject positions and briefly discuss whether it is likely or not that the 

recipients of the subject position will accept the subject position. Comparing the use of interpellations 

between the two cases can help illustrate different uses, which in turn can help answer hypothesis two 

postulating that anti-immigration sentiments are more common in case two than they are in case one.   

 

It is not all the case contributors that make a significant amount of attempts at overt interpellation. As 

mentioned, Gjerskov is in case two the best example of a case contributor not making much use of 

interpellation. In the context of the amount of refugees to be received in Denmark there is only one 
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attempt at interpellation, which is somewhat relevant. This attempt of interpellation can be identified from 

an earlier presented quote by Gjerskov, where she presents the subject position that in order for people to 

flee their homes and expose their children to a dangerous journey across the Mediterranean and Europe, 

these refugees must be truly desperate. The subject position concerns the aforementioned refugees and 

whether these refugees accept the subject position is unclear. However, as has already been discussed, 

several of the case contributors making use of the protective discourse believes that many immigrants are 

in fact attracted by the favorable Danish social benefits and those case contributors thus disagree with the 

subject position presented by Gjerskov. It can of course be argued that a refugee can be driven by 

desperation and opportunistic behavior at the same time. However, such reasoning would not necessarily 

be accepted by any of the discussed case contributors, as they tend to express themselves in rather 

absolute terms. 

 

A case contributor that makes several attempts at interpellation is Larsen. One of these subject positions 

can be read from one of the earlier presented quotes, where Larsen states that the Danish municipalities 

are crumbling under the burden of housing refugees. In this case, a subject position for the people working 

with housing refugees in the municipalities is presented. It is difficult to ascertain whether the subject 

position is accepted or rejected by these people. It is possible that some in the municipalities accept the 

subject position and others reject it. Another subject position that can be evidenced from an earlier 

presented quote is the position that non-western refugees are poorly suited for integration in Denmark. 

There are several aspects of this subject position. One aspect is focused on the refugees themselves and 

whether they accept that they are difficult to integrate in Denmark. Since the discourse does not represent 

arguments from refugees, it is unclear whether this discourse is accepted or not, but it stands to reason 

that not all refugees would accept that they are inherently difficult to integrate. Additionally, Larsen also 

presents the subject position that not only the leadership of the Social-Democratic party, but also people 

adhering to more humanitarian beliefs have a responsibility for how Danish society will be shaped in the 

future, which should be seen in the context of receiving refugees. Concerning the subject position 

presented by Larsen, the position should be seen in the context of Larsen’s opinion that refugee policies 

should be founded on pragmatic reasoning rather than on humanitarian principles. It is thus implied in 

Larsen’s subject position that the people adhering to humanitarian principles should be responsible and 

converge towards more pragmatic reasoning on the issue of receiving refugees in Denmark. Whether 

anyone accepts or rejects Larsen’s subject position based on responsibility is unclear. However, it should be 

expected that some would reject the subject position, as it is based on the premise of an antagonistic 

relationship between people adhering to pragmatic reasoning and humanitarian principles.  
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“Therefore, it is not only the leadership of the Social-Democratic party, but also the many good people 

on the humanitarian Olympia with a responsibility in these days. A responsibility for how society will be 

fashioned and influenced in the next couple of generations.” (Larsen H. S., 2015).  

 

In Henriksen’s debate article, there are not many overt attempts at interpellation. However, he does 

present one rather clear subject position. This subject position can be evidenced from one of Henriksen’s 

earlier identified quotes, which clearly state that people from Syria and Eretria are very difficult to integrate 

in Denmark. Henriksen thus adds to the subject position presented by Larsen that refugees can be difficult 

to integrate. This subject position can be said to be located within the overwhelmed discourse, as it is 

based on the idea that Denmark is faced by a challenge that it seemingly cannot handle. As is the case with 

Larsen’s subject position, it is difficult to ascertain whether the subject position is accepted or not.    

 

From an earlier presented quote, Skaarup presents the subject position that Danish city council members 

rarely know what to do with the refugees they receive and are supposed to integrate. The problems faced 

by the city council members are based on economic challenges as well as on other resource-based 

problems and can thus be located within the overwhelmed discourse. To the degree it is argued that the 

existence of the refugees deducts from the welfare of Danes, it can be argued that an element of the 

protective discourse can be identified. As discussed earlier in this thesis, there exists a discussion based on 

the challenges faced by the municipalities, and how mayors and other municipal officials have difficulties 

processing and integrating a large amount of refugees. This discussion can indicate that there indeed are 

city council members accepting the subject position presented by Skaarup. Based on an earlier presented 

quote, it can be seen that Skaarup also presents the subject position that the Syrian refugees are among 

the people most difficult to integrate into Danish society. It is again difficult to ascertain whether the 

subject position is accepted or not.   

 

Knuth states in an earlier presented quote that migrants traverse Europe in the search for attractive social 

benefits. Such a subject position is located within the protective discourse. Among the case contributors 

not everyone agrees that people traversing Europe are driven by opportunistic motives and a desire to 

receive high social benefits. Gjerskov disagrees with such reasoning, as she states that people willing to 

expose their children to a dangerous journey must be truly desperate. The argument behind Knuth’s 

subject position is thus disputed by a conflicting subject position presented by Gjerskov. Whether the 
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refugees themselves believe that they are driven by desperation or opportunistic behavior is unclear, as 

their voices are not represented within the case material.  

 

Another subject position can be read from an earlier presented quote by Hornbech, who states that most 

refugees do not want to return home after having resided in a country for years. The refugees’ home 

country will often be devastated by war and refugees have in the meantime established a new life in the 

host country. Therefore, only a few idealists will want to return home. The subject position that refugees 

are the same as immigrants is thus presented by Hornbech. It can be argued that any refugee choosing to 

stay in Denmark after it is again safe to return to their country of origin accepts Hornbech’s subject 

position. As discussed earlier, Hornbech has drastically changed her subject position from case one, where 

she states that refugees are not immigrants. Within the case two material, Skaarup maintains the argument 

that refugees should only reside in Denmark on a temporary status, which means that Hornbech’s old 

subject position still exists within the refugee debate.   

 

On the subject of how difficult it is to integrate non-western refugees in Denmark, several case contributors 

present subject position. These case contributors include Larsen, Henriksen and Skaarup. As discussed, it is 

difficult to ascertain whether accept or reject the subject position that they are difficult to integrate. It can 

be argued that even in the case where non-western refugees agreed that they are difficult to integrate; 

they would not acknowledge the fact, as doing so would do them no favors in the integration debate. 

 

A variety of positions that the case contributors want accepted by readers and other recipients of their 

debate articles have been identified in the section outlined above. These subject positions help define the 

discourses they are located within. Whether a subject position is likely to be accepted or not, in turn 

indicates the relative influence of the discourse presenting the subject position.  

 

 

9.5 Detecting right-wing populism 

By applying Rooduijn and Pauwels’ model for detecting right-wing populism, this thesis will attempt to 

identify the correlations between antagonistic references to ‘the people’ and ‘others’. From the theory 

section it should be remembered that ‘others’ can refer to elites as well as groups defined as different by 

nativism sentiments. While these correlations cannot prove the presence of right-wing populism, they can 

indicate such a presence. The purpose of this section of the analysis is to determine what case contributors 
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have made use of possible right-wing populist rhetoric and what case contributors have not. Identifying 

possible trends in the use of right-wing populist is a precondition for testing hypothesis one.   

 

Among the case material, only two of the six debate articles contain clear cases of the antagonistic 

correlations between ‘the people’ and ‘others’. These debate articles are authored by Skaarup and 

Henriksen. The antagonistic correlations can be said to be more pronounced in Skaarup’s debate article 

than they are in Henriksen’s debate article. Among the other case contributors, there are generally few 

references to ‘the people’ and none of these are openly antagonistic towards ‘others’. In order to avoid too 

great uncertainties, the practical application of Rooduijn and Pauwels’ model will only be concerned with 

clear cases of antagonistic correlations between ‘the people’ and ‘others’. In Henriksen’s debate article 

there is one antagonistic correlation. This antagonistic correlation is based on the conflict between the 

Danes (the people) and the 11 million Syrians fleeing Syria (others). Whether the correlation can be said to 

be clearly overt can be questioned, as the phrasing in Henriksen’s debate article might be interpreted in 

different ways. However, in my thesis, it is assumed that there is a clear antagonistic relationship between 

the Danes and the 11 million Syrian refugees. The antagonistic relationship is based on the mere fact that 

the 11 million Syrian refugees exist and that a number of them likely will arrive in Denmark. 

Henriksen states that such an event will pose a threat to the Danish social- and cultural cohesion. Skaarup 

presents two antagonistic correlations between ‘the people’ and ‘others’. The first of these antagonistic 

correlations is based on the fact that refugees skip the waiting list for housing in the municipalities, which 

prevents Danish citizens from getting the housing at the time they were designated for. The existence of 

refugees in Denmark thus results in Danish citizens having to wait longer on waiting lists for housing, which 

ultimately results in an antagonistic correlation between references to the people and others. The second 

antagonistic conflict presented by Skaarup concerns general welfare reductions for Danes living in the 

municipalities (the people). Specifically, Skaarup states that especially children and the elderly will feel the 

effects of these welfare reductions. These welfare reductions are a result of the costs the municipalities 

take on, when they have to process and integrate refugees (others). The antagonistic correlations identified 

within the case two material does not reflect any ill wishes towards the people (Danes) from refugees 

(typically Syrians), instead it is the mere presence or potential presence of refugees in Denmark that lies 

behind the reasoning that the antagonistic correlations are based on. Such arguments are mostly located 

within the overwhelmed discourse, but it can of course also be argued that in case the Syrian refugees 

immigrated to Denmark as a result of opportunistic behavior, the refugees have actively tried to benefit 

from the Danish system, and this is the reasoning behind Henriksen’s and Skaarup’s use of the protective 

discourse. Even though Henriksen and Skaarup together make use of all the four identified discourses, they 
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primarily make use of the overwhelmed discourse and the protective discourse. It thus seems that there is 

a link between the use of these discourses and the use of right-wing populist rhetoric. Likewise, there is a 

link between debate articles form The Danish People’s Party and the use of right-wing populist rhetoric.  

The use of right-wing populist rhetoric in the two cases can be compared and help prove or disprove 

hypothesis one. Hypothesis two states that the use of right-wing populist rhetoric is more common in case 

two than it is in case one. 

 

 

10 Comparing the cases 
 

10.1 Discourses 
In the tables presented below, the identified discourses within the two cases are held up against how the 

different case contributors make use of these discourses. Each case contributor tends to make use of one 

discourse as a primary discourse, meaning that this is the discourse that most of the case contributor’s 

arguments are based on. A case contributor can have more than one primary discourse. A secondary 

discourse is a discourse employed by the case contributor that is not primary in the context of the case 

contributor’s arguments.  

Use of discourses  

Case one 

Primary discourse(s) 

 

Secondary discourse(s) 

 

Ellemann-Jensen Temporary Status Discourse  The Legal Discourse 

Hornbech Temporary Status Discourse The Legal Discourse 

Weiss The Legal Discourse The Temporary Status Discourse 

Simonsen The Neighborhood Discourse The Legal Discourse 

Jacobsen The Neighborhood Discourse The Temporary Status Discourse 

Christensen The Neighborhood Discourse None 
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From the use of discourses in case one, it can be observed that there is a certain link between political 

party affiliations, and what discourse is employed. The case contributors from Venstre both make use of 

the temporary discourse as their primary discourse. The Social-Democratic case contributors both make use 

of the legal discourse, even though this discourse is not Simonsen’s primary discourse. The case 

contributors from the Progress Party both make use of the neighborhood discourse as their primary 

discourse.  

Use of discourses  

Case two 

Primary discourse(s) 

 

Secondary discourse(s) 

 

Hornbech 
The Responsibility Discourse 

+ The Conflict Zone Discourse 
None 

Knunth The Protective Discourse 
The Responsibility Discourse 

+ The Conflict Zone Discourse 

Gjerskov The Responsibility Discourse The Conflict Zone Discourse 

Larsen The Overwhelmed Discourse None 

Henriksen The Overwhelmed Discourse The Protective Discourse 

Skaarup 
The Protective Discourse 

+ The Conflict Zone Discourse 
The Responsibility Discourse 

 

From the use of discourses in case two, it seems that there is less of a link between political party 

affiliations and what discourse is employed than was initially believed. As seen in the tables above, the case 

contributors from Venstre both make use of the responsibility discourse and the conflict discourse, even 

though neither discourse is Knuth’s primary discourse. Knuth’s primary discourse is the protective 

discourse. The case contributors from the Social-Democratic party do not use the same discourses. The 

case contributors from the Danish People’s Party both make use of the protective discourse, even though 
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Henriksen’s primary discourse is the overwhelmed discourse. There thus seems to be little connection 

between party affiliations and the discourses employed within case two. Instead Hornbech and Gjerskov 

use the same primary discourse. Larsen and Henriksen use the same primary discourse. Knuth and Skaarup 

use the same primary discourses. Hornbech and Skaarup use the same primary discourses. 

The different patterns that can be observed in the use of discourses between the two cases might have 

several potential explanations. However, it is also possible that political parties have adopted issues that 

they have not traditionally owned and thus diverged from the policy positions identified in case one. In the 

theoretical section of this thesis, Cohn offers the explanation that we live in a point of time, where the 

dominant issues in national political debates are changing as a result of increased immigration in an 

increasingly connected world. Much has happened in the interval between case one and case two. From 

the selection of the case material, it was seen that political debates have become increasingly digitalized in 

the last couple of decades (Cohn, 2016). Cohn’s argument that some of the differences between the two 

episodes can be explained by the perceptions concerning the receiving of refugees changing over time thus 

might have some merit, as the two cases in this way are viewed through a new set of lenses.   

 

10.2 Working the data 
Throughout the thesis and investigating the cases, some common traits are uncovered. The common points 

of these texts are in their focus on particular aspects of the refugee problem, or their use of layered 

arguments. Case contributors will deploy some purely rhetorical tools to implicitly assume the reader’s 

acceptance. All of these traits can be found in some form or another in the 12 texts at in the material. 

Classifying them by interpretive lenses can allow us to better digest the data and thereby break down 

political and rhetorical themes. These lenses are this thesis’ key to analysis and can provide readers with 

powerful interpretative tools for mapping a discourse.  

 

10.2.1 Main topics 
As has been discussed in detail, the case selection method defines the main topic of each of the two cases 

relatively early in the thesis. There is thus little doubt that the main topic in the first case is focused on the 

temporary status of the Bosnian refugees, while the primary topic in case two is the amount of refugees to 

be received. Within the two main topics, there are several subtopics, which partly can be glimpsed from the 

identified discourses. It thus can be said that in case one, there is a subtopic focused on legal arguments, 

one focused on temporary residence permits and implied understandings, and one focused on 
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neighborhood policies. In case two, it can be said that there are subtopics focused on responsibility, the 

need for protection against refugees and migrants, the risk of being overwhelmed by refugees and 

migrants, and the need for action in the neighborhood of the conflict zone. Common to both case topics is 

that they contain an ongoing focus on the topic of integration. Integration is a topic that in a different 

thesis might be seen as an independent topic, but that in this thesis is integral to both the topic on the 

temporary status of the Bosnian refugees and the topic on the amount of refugees to be received in 

Denmark. This is because the debates on both of these topics are concerned with the question of 

integration. The topic on the temporary status of refugees is, simply put, a question of whether the Bosnian 

refugees should be allowed to stay in Denmark and be integrated, or whether they should return to their 

home country after the Yugoslavian civil war is ended. It is thus an inherent possibility within this debate 

that the Bosnian refugees might have to be integrated into Danish society. It is likewise part of the debate 

within the topic on the amount of refugees to be received in Denmark that integration of the refugees 

received is a distinct possibility. Both cases thus discuss whether and how refugees should be integrated. 

The discourses in case two are much more focused on the costs of receiving refugees compared to the 

discourses in case one. Integration should thus be seen as one of several nodal points that the discourses 

within each of the case topics try to attach meaning to. Other nodal points common to both case topics are 

refugees and asylum. Several of the case one contributors also raise the question of how refugees are 

treated, which is a topic related to the main topic in case one. A minority of the case two contributors also 

contribute to a subtopic on Danish municipalities’ troubles with integrating and processing refugees. While 

Henriksen in case two discusses the threat to Denmark’s social- and cultural cohesion, the primary focus in 

the overwhelming discourse is on the economic and social costs of failed integration of a large amount of 

refugees. Within case one, Ellemann-Jensen touches upon the topic of political correctness, which is not 

overtly referred to in case two. The Economist sees right-wing populism in the context of recent financial 

crisis, fear and uncertainty (Economist, 2015). Viewing the two cases through such lenses might explain 

why case two is much more focused on the costs of receiving refugees compared to case one. The Danish 

population and politicians are likely still used to the cost-focused rhetoric employed during the recent 

recession.  

 

10.2.2 Interpellation  
From the analysis of the two cases, it was made clear that it is through interpellation that the case 

contributors present subject positions to their recipients. Most of the case contributors present their 

subject positions as if the subject positions have already been accepted by the recipients of the subject 
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positions. To a reader of the case contributor’s debate article, the presented interpellations thus might 

appear as proven arguments. It does seem that there is a clear link between the use of interpellation and 

the presentation of an argument within each case. Arguments are thus often presented in the form of 

interpellation, where the acceptance of the argument is also an acceptance of the subject position. 

There are a number of apparent differences between the uses of interpellation in the two cases. These 

differences are best exemplified by looking at subject positions based on anti-immigration sentiments. Anti-

immigration is in the theoretical section simply stated as rhetoric based on arguments discouraging 

immigration. Employing anti-immigration rhetoric can thus not be compared with employing right-wing 

populist rhetoric, as there is not necessarily an antagonistic relationship defined within the use of anti-

immigration rhetoric. While such subject positions exist in both cases, they are more focused in contents 

and spread out among case contributors in case two. The subject positions presented in case one focus on 

a rather varied spectrum of issues. Everything from the status of the Bosnian refugees to how these 

refugees are discussed and treated is presented in subject positions. The interpellations do contain anti-

immigration subject positions, but these subject positions are primarily presented by the representatives of 

the Progress Party, while a single anti-immigration subject position is presented by Hornbech. 

In case two, the subject positions are much more focused on the difficulties in integrating and receiving 

refugees. Anti-immigration subject positions emerge from all three political parties, whereas the Social-

Democrats did not present any subject concerned with anti-immigration in case one. It should be noted 

that it is within the interpellations that the case contributors employing right-wing populist rhetoric 

typically present such rhetoric.  

Krouwel et al. try to explain a shift towards right-wing populism with the legitimization of right-wing 

populist core issues. In this case, such an issue would be immigration and refugee policies, where an anti-

immigration position traditionally has been owned by the political right. Based on the two cases, it does 

appear that the Social-Democrats have gone from maintaining their traditional position on immigration and 

refugee policies in case one to partly adopting the anti-immigration position, as evidenced by Larsen’s 

position in case two. As stipulated by Krouwel et al. (de Raadt, Hollanders, & Krouwel, 2004, p. 1). The 

Danish People’s Party indeed has been through a legitimatization process since it was founded in 1995, as it 

has been a vital support party for the government led by Venstre in the 2000s. Milne elaborates on this 

trend with the observation that it is no longer the political right exclusively contributing with controversial 

anti-immigration rhetoric to the public debate, as more traditional political parties in recent years have 

converged in the use of a similar rhetoric (Milne, 2015). Such an observation corresponds well with the 

finding that the use of anti-immigration from all of the three analyzed parties has become more common in 
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case two. It should be remembered that the use of anti-immigration rhetoric is not equated with right-wing 

populist rhetoric in this paper.  

Concerning the second and third hypotheses presented in the introduction, the analysis above indicates 

that anti-immigration rhetoric indeed is more commonly used and by more political parties in case two 

compared to case one.   

 

10.2.3 Detecting right-wing populism  
The analysis concerning the use of right-wing populist rhetoric can be summarized very succinctly. In both 

cases, neither Venstre nor the Social-Democrats employ right-wing socialist rhetoric. The tendency in both 

parties to employ more anti-immigration rhetoric in case two than they did in case one does not imply that 

these phase parties use right-wing populist rhetoric, as they make very few references to ‘the people’ and 

no antagonistic correlations between ‘the people’ and ‘others’. For the Progress Party and the Danish 

People’s Party, the situation is quite different. Both of these parties and all four case contributors make use 

of right-wing populist rhetoric in their case contributions, which is not much of a surprise, as they were 

included among the case material on the assumption that they would actively use right-wing populist 

rhetoric. Such an assumption was based on their parties’ political orientation and their arguably traditional 

ownership of the anti-immigration debate and its issues. There are possibly differences to be found among 

the use of right-wing populist rhetoric in the two cases. Looking at the amount of correlations alone, there 

are more antagonistic correlations between ‘the people’ and ‘others’ in case one than there are in case 

two. It does thus not appear that right-wing populist rhetoric is more common in case two than it is in case 

one, maybe it is even the other way around. However, this is where the limitations of a small case sample 

are exposed, as a truly reliable inference cannot be made on the background of four debate articles.  

Nonetheless, such a finding is still of great potential interest, as it is representative of the chosen case 

material and creates a foundation that future research might be based upon. However, it is of potential 

interest that there does not appear to be significant differences in the use of right-wing populist rhetoric 

between the two cases, while there in the same period has been a trend towards increased use of anti-

immigration rhetoric across the analyzed selection of the political spectrum. While none of the included 

explanations for the shift towards right-wing populism explain this finding, Milne’s explanation does state 

that as the issues typically employed by the political right become mainstream, they are more often 

employed by the traditional established political parties such as Venstre and the Social-Democrats. The 

findings in this thesis appear to confirm Milne’s theory, but also establish that there is no similar trend in 
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the use of right-wing populist rhetoric. It thus appears that most of the explanations on the shift towards 

right-wing populism in fact refer to a shift towards the use of anti-immigration rhetoric based on issues 

traditionally owned by the political right and not a shift towards the use of right-wing populist rhetoric. As 

has been discussed at length, the right-wing populist rhetoric is distinguished from anti-immigration 

rhetoric by the trait that right-wing populist rhetoric contains an antagonistic relationship between ‘the 

people’ and ‘others’. Anti-immigration rhetoric is on the other hand rhetoric based on anti-immigration 

arguments. 

 

When people refer to a shift towards right-wing populist rhetoric among the three analyzed political 

parties, they appear to do so based on a trend of convergence towards debate issues traditionally owned 

by the political right and increased use of anti-immigration rhetoric. This observation potentially indicates 

that much of the current debate concerned with a shift towards right-wing populist rhetoric is less than 

qualified. This thesis does not dispute that the quantity of right-wing populist rhetoric has increased in 

recent elections. The increased parliamentary power of the Danish People’s Party is in itself likely to have 

resulted in a greater quantity of right-wing populist rhetoric. This is especially the case if one follows 

Krouwel et al.’ explanation that a political support party impacts the core issues of the government they 

support (de Raadt, Hollanders, & Krouwel, 2004). Based on the case analysis, this thesis does not find any 

indication that Venstre and the Social-Democrats have adopted right-wing populist rhetoric, and therefore 

urges a popular rethinking of how right-wing populism is discussed.  

 

 

11 Conclusion  
 

This thesis has tried to answer the research question: 

 

How has the Danish discourse on refugees changed since the 1990s and do these changes correspond 

with a Danish political shift towards right-wing populist rhetoric?  

 

Based on analysis of the case material, it has been found that there has not been a political shift towards 

the use of right-wing populist rhetoric between case one and two. It has instead been found that the use of 

anti-immigration rhetoric has increased in the debate on refugees between case one and case two. It has 
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likewise been found that the increased use of anti-immigration rhetoric has resulted in all three political 

parties employing anti-immigration rhetoric in case two, where only two of the political parties employed 

anti-immigration rhetoric in case one.  

As was stated in the introduction, three hypotheses have been developed for testing and answering the 

research question. The answers to these hypotheses have then been investigated through a comparative 

case study method.  

Hypothesis 1: the use of right-wing populist rhetoric within the refugee debate is more common in case 

two (2015/2016) compared to case one (1990s). 

 

When testing hypothesis one, it was found that the use of right-wing populist rhetoric within the refugee 

debate has not become more common between the two case periods. In fact, it seems that there in case 

two was made slightly less use of right-wing populist rhetoric compared to case one. In both cases neither 

Venstre nor the Social-Democrats make use of right-wing populist rhetoric. The use of right-wing populist 

rhetoric is instead exclusive to the Progress Party and the Social Democrats.  

Hypothesis 2: the use of anti-immigration sentiments are more common in case two (2015/2016) 

compared to case one (1990s). 

 

In the process of testing hypothesis two, it was found that anti-immigration rhetoric indeed has become 

more common in case two compared to case one. In case two, the interpellations and articulations are 

focused on anti-immigration and anti-integration sentiments, whereas case one contains more varied 

arguments. The anti-immigration arguments have not just become more focused in case two, they have 

also increased in quantity. A clear trend towards increased use of anti-immigration rhetoric in case two can 

thus be observed. From the theoretical section, it should be remembered that there is no inherent 

correlation between the use of right-wing populist rhetoric and anti-immigration rhetoric.  

 

Hypothesis 3: the use of right-wing populist rhetoric and anti-immigration sentiments are used by more 

of the analyzed political parties in case two (2015/2016) compared to case one (1990s). 

 

By testing hypothesis three, it was found that the use of anti-immigration rhetoric among the analyzed 

political parties has increased between the two case periods. In case one, representatives from the 

Progress Party and Venstre employed anti-immigration rhetoric, whereas representatives from all the 
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analyzed political parties employed right-wing populism in case two. The findings thus show that the use of 

anti-immigration rhetoric has become more common among the analyzed parties in case two.  

Outside the purview of the three hypotheses incorporated in this thesis. Several seemingly relevant 

findings have been made. One such finding is that where the three analyzed political parties in case one 

largely maintained the same primary discourse among the case contributors from that political party, there 

is little correlation between the primary discourse used by a case contributor and political party affiliations 

in case two. Another finding is that the common assumption of the increased use of right-wing populism in 

the refugee debate seems to be flawed, which has the implication of the debate concerned with right-wing 

populism arguably being unqualified. A common misconception stating that anti-immigration rhetoric 

indicates the use of right-wing populist rhetoric seems to prevail in the debate.   

Investigating the trends defining the contemporary refugee debate is a worthy objective, as increasing 

instability in the European neighborhood presents a mounting pragmatic and moral dilemma in the way 

refugee policies are being conducted in most European countries. In this context, right-wing populist 

rhetoric and general anti-immigration based sentiments are believed to have a significant impact on the 

refugee debate. More generally, a macro trend towards populism impacting regional and international 

cooperation and security, presents a potential new era of uncertainty (Habermas, 2016). Recognizing these 

trends for what they are through qualified research is therefore of the utmost importance.   

This thesis has mapped a number of trends. However, as has been argued, the case selection method in this 

thesis is wanting in terms of representativeness. A first step for future research could thus be to conduct a 

more expansive project containing a greater amount of case material, which also covers the remainder of 

the political spectrum that was not covered by the case selection method applied in this thesis. Such a 

product might benefit from the use of a quantitative approach, where data helps demonstrate numeric 

trends and developments. The discussion on whether there indeed exists a common misconception stating 

that anti-immigration rhetoric indicates the use of right-wing populist rhetoric could be a logical next area 

of research.  
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Brug for alvor i debat om flygtninge

 20. december 1994, B.T., Sektion 1 (1._sektion), Side 14, U氰�e Ellemann-Jensen og Venstres formand..., 562 ord, Id: AZ540482

Vi må skabe en bedre tilværelse for de 18.000, der er vore midlertidige gæster.

Flygtningediskussionen er ved at løbe af sporet, endnu før den er kommet rigtigt i gang.
Det var ikke en god dag for Folketinget, da temperamenterne eksploderede i torsdags.
Men der er ikke brug for skænderier og mistænkeliggørelse af motiver i denne debat. Der
er brug for rolig overvejelse og respekt for andres synspunkter. Jeg respekterer fuldt ud
statsministerens og indenrigsministerens ønske om at tilbyde 18.000 bosniske
flygtninge i Danmark permanent ophold. Jeg er bare ikke enig. Og jeg ønsker også
respekt for mit synspunkt, som er, at man ikke gør flygtningesagen nogen tjeneste ved at
ændre på grundprincippet om midlertidige ophold.

Jeg vil gerne have lov til at have dette synspunkt uden at blive skældt ud af
statsministeren og høre mine motiver beklikket. Jeg står ved, hvad jeg sagde på Venstres
landsmøde sidste år i september: »Fra Venstres landsmøde skal der lyde en appel til alle
danskere om at bekæmpe racisme og fremmedhad, når de møder det. Slå ned på det.
Find jer ikke i det.« Netop af den grund er det vigtigt at stille spørgsmålet: Er det rigtigt at
give de 18.000 asyl og mulighed for permanent ophold? Jeg tror det ikke - set i en større
sammenhæng. For det kan risikere at rokke ved den folkelige opbakning til netop den
humane holdning til flygtninge, jeg talte om ved Venstres landsmøde. De 18.000 er en
dråbe i havet. Der kan hurtigt komme flere, mange flere - og fra mange andre steder. Ikke
blot fra andre urocentre på vort eget kontinent, men fra fjerne egne af en desværre meget
urolig verden. Husk hvor hurtigt det gik, da tamiler pludselig dukkede op i Danmark, fordi
smarte forretningsfolk i Bombay fik etableret organiserede flyruter. Derfor giver det kun
en stakket frist, hvis man følger regeringens forslag og giver de 18.000 mulighed for
permanent ophold i Danmark. Og de meget store praktiske problemer, det vil skabe for
kommunerne, kan ikke fejes til side på den måde, regeringen har gjort det. For det er her
- hvor problemerne bliver til virkelighed - at holdningen til fremtidens flygtningepolitik
formes. Regeringen har været så optaget af at presse sin egen løsning igennem, at det
ikke har været muligt at diskutere mulighederne for at bryde igennem de mange regler,
som bremser for en aktivering af de 18.000. Det er synd - for den tilværelse, de bydes i
flygtningecentrene, kan vi ikke være bekendt. Statsministeren gjorde i torsdags meget ud
af at fortælle Folketinget, hvor dårligt han havde det. Det havde jeg også, da jeg hørte
hans tale. Men nu må vi ikke bruge de næste uger på at skælde ud på hinanden. Nu må vi
prøve at se, om der ikke kan findes et bredt politisk flertal for at skabe en bedre
tilværelse for de 18.000, der er vore midlertidige gæster - og gøre det på en måde, så vi
ikke svækker mulighederne for at gøre en indsats også for fremtidens flygtninge. Og så
må vi tage en mere grundlæggende drø�else af fremtidens flygtningepolitik. Hvordan vi
kan fremme det internationale samarbejde. Hvordan vi kan bidrage til at gøre Europa til
et fredligere sted at leve. For problemet kan hurtigt eksplodere mellem hænderne på os
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og vore europæiske partnere. Og så må vi passe på, at vi ikke sætter vore egne værdier
over styr, fordi vi ikke i tide har forberedt os på situationen.

Julefest De 18.000 bosniske flygtninge skal ikke have permanent ophold i Danmark,
men en værdig tilværelse, så længe de er her, mener Venstre-høvdingen U�e
Ellemann-Jensen. Foto: Jan Jørgensen
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Flygtninge ikke indvandrere

 17. februar 1995, Weekendavisen, Sektion 1 (1._sektion), Side 9, Birthe Rønn Hornbech Rets- og udlændingepolitisk ordfører
for Venstre..., 257 ord, Id: AZ553757

Weekendavisen den 3. februar skriver Klaus Rothstein, Dansk Flygtningehjælp, at
Venstres politik med overskri�en: »flygtninge skal ikke blive til indvandrere«, ikke
har nogen mening, og at der i øvrigt har været tale om fejlslagen kommunikation ved
vedtagelsen af loven om midlertidig opholdstilladelse. For det første mener jeg, at
formuleringen »flygtninge skal ikke blive til indvandrere« har god mening. Den bliver da
også både forstået og bakket op langt ud over Venstrevælgernes rækker, og så er
formuleringen jo i god overensstemmelse med flygtningekonventionen, som Klaus
Rothstein kender så godt.

Flygtningekonventionen taler nemlig om beskyttelse af mennesker, der er på flugt, og
anfører udtrykkelig, at beskyttelsen som hovedregel ophører, når den pågældende kan få
beskyttelse i sit eget land igen. Dernæst til Rothsteins bemærkninger om loven om den
midlertidige opholdstilladelse for krigsramte fra det tidligere Jugoslavien: Ud fra
ovenstående må det have stået Folketingets partier klart, at Venstre mener, at alle, der får
flygtningestatus i Danmark skal have midlertidig opholdstilladelse. Derfor har vi gang på
gang vendt os imod at personer, der har fået flygtningestatus nærmest pr. automatik får
opholdstilladelse med henblik på varigt ophold og e�er få år får en livsvarig
opholdstilladelse. I Venstre mener vi, at alle opholdstilladel- ser bør gives tidsbegrænset
de første syv år, og med henblik på midlertidigt ophold. Derfor var det for Venstre et
gennembrud, at man med Jugoslaverloven indførte begrebet midlertidigt ophold i dansk
ret. Derfor var det naturligvis både en skuЀelse og også et forudsætningsbrud, at et flertal
i Folketinget vedtog, at samtlige 18.000 bosniere nu skal gøres til indvandrere.
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Regeringen har ikke lovet de bosniske flygtninge asyl

 11. maj 1994, Berlingske Tidende, Sektion 1 (1._sektion), Side 12, Birte Weiss Indenrigsminister (S)..., 557 ord, Id: AZ497983

Vi har lovet, at de får deres asylsager behandlet. De to ting er ikke nødvendigvis
det samme. I øvrigt er det en afgørelse, der træ₥es i Flygtningenævnet og ikke af
regeringen.

En tidligere sømand, Claus C. Mathiasen, skoser mig for løgn og bondefangeri, fordi
regeringen lader de bosniske krigsflygtninge søge asyl, når den forlængst fastsatte to-års
grænse for fastfrysning af asylansøgninger udløber. Han mener, at regeringens
begrundelse for konstateringen var, at krigsflygtningene »kedede sig, og boede under
dårlige og trange kår«. Claus C. Mathiasen understreger sin argumentation med den
besynderlige beretning om, at det gjorde han også som ung sømand - og i det job havde
han end ikke sin familie i nærheden. Til gengæld foreligger der intet om, at Claus C.
Mathiasen blev tvunget om bord - og så kunne han jo have valgt at følge rådet fra
»Admiralens vise« i Pinafore: »Stå aldrig til søs, lad de andre stå!«

Et sådant valg har de bosniske krigsflygtninge ikke ha韁�, da de forlod deres hjemland.
Derfor er sammenligningen usmagelig. Regeringen lader ikke de bosniske krigsflygtninge
søge asyl på grund af kedsomhed og dårlige indkvarteringsmuligheder. Vi lader dem søge
asyl, fordi det ligger i loven om den midlertidige opholdstilladelse, at deres
asylansøgninger skal behandles e韁�er højst to års »indefrysning«. Vi lader dem også søge
asyl, fordi FNs Flygtningehøjkommissariat anbefaler det - lige som de anbefalede den
midlertidige beskyttelse, da den blev vedtaget i slutningen af 1992 - som et lovforslag fra
den tidligere regering. Daværende justitsminister Hans Engell ønskede egentlig kun, at
midlertidigheden skulle gælde specielt inviterede krigsfanger. Var det forslag gået
uændret igennem skulle de flere tusinde spontane flygtninge fra det tidligere
Jugoslavien, der på det tidspunkt befandt sig i Danmark, allerede have været igennem
det almindelige asylsystem. Resultatet af forhandlingerne om Jugoslaverloven blev, at de
alle skulle have midlertidig opholdstilladelse i to år, og dere韁�er have deres
asylansøgninger behandlet. På det punkt har ingen ændret loven. Kun fulgt den. Modsat
Claus C. Mathiasens opfattelse, så har regeringen ikke lovet bosnierne, at de får asyl. Vi
har lovet, at de får deres asylsager behandlet. De to ting er ikke nødvendigvis det samme.
I øvrigt er det en afgørelse, der træes i Flygtningenævnet og ikke af regeringen. De første
asylansøgninger skal behandles i december i år. Dere韁�er følger de øvrige, i takt med at
tilladelserne udløber. For ikke at ødelægge intentionerne om en generel nedbringelse af
sagsbehandlingstiderne i asylsystemet, vil der blive sat ekstra sagsbehandlere ind i både
Direktoratet for Udlændinge- og Flygtningenævnet. Det er min overbevisning, at mange
af sagerne om de bosniske krigsflygtninge kan afgøres hurtigt, fordi oplysningerne fra
området er sikre, og fordi mange af sagerne vil ligne hinanden. Dertil kommer, at mange
af flygtningene vil vende hjem, uden asylsagsbehandling, hvis forholdene i det tidligere
Jugoslavien tillader det. Før Gorazde havde flere hundrede opsøgt de danske
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myndigheder om hjælp til hjemrejse - blot på spæde håb om en fredsa韁�ale. Regeringen
har ikke, som Claus C. Mathiasen antyder, taget en beslutning om at lade
krigsflygtningenes asylsager behandle, fordi den er bange for beskyldninger om racisme.
For det første følger vi, som allerede nævnt, blot loven. For det andet er vi ikke spor flove
over den humanitære politik, der blandt andet fremgår af regeringsoplægget. Og for det
tredje ser vi frem til, at i det mindste Venstre, men forhåbentlig også de Konservative, vil
være med til at forbedre opholdsvilkårene for de 18.000 bosniske krigsflygtninge, som
under stærkt belastende vilkår holder til i Danmark, mens de venter på fred. Og - for de
flestes vedkommende - på tilbagevenden.
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Vi skal hjælpe, men også prioritere

 3. september 1993, Weekendavisen, Sektion 1 (1._sektion), Side 11, THORKILD SIMONSEN Borgmester..., 261 ord, Id:
AZ443134

Udlændinge. Svar til Ulrik Høy Der er grænser.

I sin artikel den 27. august behandler Ulrik Høy teamet for Århus Festuge, som har titlen
»Grænseløs«. Det fører ham vidt omkring - og det fører ham også på vildspor. Han
forsøger at bygge en modsætning op mellem festugetemaet og mine synspunkter i den
aktuelle flygtninge- og indvandrerdebat, ved at tillægge mig holdninger, som jeg absolut
ikke har givet udtryk for. Jeg er ikke et øjeblik i tvivl om vores humanitære forpligtelser
over for flygtninge i nød. Vi bør hjælpe flygtninge tæt ved krigszonerne, men vi bør også
modtage dem her i Danmark. Netop fordi vi har denne forpligtelse, skal vi prioritere.

Der er grænser for, hvor mange flygtninge og indvandrere, vi kan integrere i vore
lokalsamfund. Det kan lyde kontant, men det er værre at lukke øjnene for
konsekvenserne af, at integrationen mislykkes, fordi antallet af udlændinge i bestemte
dele af landet bliver for stort. Derfor har jeg netop sat spørgsmålstegn ved det
hensigtsmæssige i vores nuværende familiesammenføringsregler - selvom jeg godt er
klar over, at sidste års stramning af reglerne allerede har hjulpet noget. Det ændrer dog
ikke ved, at der stadig sker en stor vækst i antallet af udlændinge som følge af
familiesammenføringer. Det gælder både indvandrere og i stigende grad flygtninge. Den
kra�igste vækst oplever vi i øjeblikket i Århus Kommune i gruppen af statsløse
palæstinensere. Når vi i kommunen skal og bør løse behovet for at tage imod flere
flygtninge fra de krigsramte zoner, så må vi samtidig se nøje på udviklingen i det samlede
antal udlændinge og deres muligheder for at blive integrerede i lokalsamfundene.
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Ingen rubrik

15. december 1994, Dagbladenes Bureau, Jan Køpke Christensen..., 868 ord, Id: e07b205b

E摌�er års svage tilløb er det nu endelig lykkedes at få en bred debat i gang om den
udlændingepolitik, et flertal i Folketinget fører.

Dråben, der fik bægeret til at flyde over, var regeringens forslag om at give 18.000
bosniske flygtninge asyl. En vedtagelse herom i Folketinget har VKZ nu med grundloven i
hånden fået udskudt til ind i 1995, og så vil regeringen forhåbentlig bruge juledagene til
at komme til besindelse.

Kendsgerningerne er nemlig, at regeringen overhovedet ikke er i fodslag med
befolkningens flertal i denne sag. Befolkningen ønsker ganske betydelige opstramninger,
og det er da heller ikke uden grund, at den ene borgmester e摌�er den anden nu
fremsætter krav om opstramninger.

Jeg har regnet lidt på protesterne og har kendskab til 58 borgmestre, der mener, at
opstramninger er nødvendige. I de 58 kommuner bor samlet 1,33 millioner mennesker, så
det er altså ikke en uvæsentlig del af befolkningen, borgmestrene udtaler sig på vegne af.

Herunder er i alfabetisk orden nævnt de 58 kommuner. Så kan De selv se, om Deres egen
er imellem:

Albertslund, Allerød, Birkerød, Bramming, Brande, Broby, Brøndby, Egebjerg, Ejby, Fakse,
Farsø, Fuglebjerg, Gedved, Greve, Græsted-Gilleleje, Gudme, Gundsø, Haderslev,
Helsinge, Herning, Hobro, Høje-Taastrup, Høng, Haarby, Ishøj, Karlebo, Køge, Langeskov,
Lejre, Lyngby-Taarbæk, Løkken-Vrå, Jernløse, Nysted, Næstved, Randers, Ribe, Ringe,
Roskilde, Rudbjerg, Ryslinge, Rudkøbing, Rønnede, Skanderborg, Skjern, Slagelse,
Sydlangeland, Søllerød, Them, Thisted, Tranekær, Tølløse, Tønder, Varde, Vejen, Vojens,
Værløse, Århus og Aalestrup.

Der er altså tale om et ganske betragteligt antal kommuner, og der skal såmænd også
nok være flere borgmestre, der har kritiseret udlændingeloven, uden at jeg har været
opmærksom derpå.

Som nævnt er det med god grund, at kommunerne protesterer. Et flertal i Folketinget har
gennem årene nærmest ladet Danmarks dør stå på vid gab for udlændinge.

Men det er kommunerne, der kommer til at stå med problemerne. De skal ska��e boliger,
sørge for uddannelse, institutionspladser, integrationsprogrammer, andre aktiviteter og
har ikke mindst betragtelige udgi摌�er både hertil og til bistandshjælp m.v.
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Samtidig er vi i en situation, hvor udlændingene søger sammen i ghettoer, som f.eks.
Gellerupparken i Århus og i københavnske forstadskommuner. Man kan nemlig ikke, som
lovgivningen i dag er indrettet, forhindre indvandrere i at flytte, hvis de ska��er sig en
lejlighed.

Samtidig betyder boliglovgivningen, at udlændingene får lejligheder i den almennyttige
sektor. Gode store lejligheder, som ikke ret mange danskere har råd til, men som
udlændinge kan bo i på grund af tilskudsreglerne.

Den danske sociallovgivning er nemlig særdeles favorabel, og det er naturligvis også
rygtedes i andre lande. Således er mange udlændinge rejst gennem halve kontinenter for
at få del i det danske velfærdssystem. Mange er kommet ind i landet ved at sige, at de er
politiske forfulgte, og har fået lov at blive. Men det forhindrer naturligvis ikke, at de ind
imellem tager på ferie i deres hjemland - på de danske skatteyderes regning, naturligvis.
Dette er ganske enkelt grotesk - tingene hænger ikke sammen.

Folketingsflertallets laden stå til har nu medført, at Århus-borgmesteren Thorkild
Simonsen nu har givet Fremskridtspartiet ret i vor årelange kamp for at få strammet op.
Thorkild Simonsen erkender nemlig nu, at Danmark oversvømmes af flygtninge og
indvandrere.

Og det er jo ikke bare den enkelte udlænding, der er tale om. Ude i kommunerne bliver
den ene til tre, idet der også skal regnes med familiesammenføringer og børn. Dermed er
vi oppe på helt andre tal end dem, indenrigsminister Birte Weiss giver det udseende af.

Hun har forsøgt at slå borgmestrenes reaktion hen med, at der er tale om
"borgmesterhysteri", og statsministeren taler også om at slå koldt vand i blodet.

Det interessante er, at Nyrup Rasmussens nærmeste rådgiver, Mogens Lykketo摌�, nu siger,
at han godt kan forstå borgmestrenes reaktion. Og det socialdemokratiske
folketingsmedlem, tidligere amtsborgmester i Københavns amt, Per Kaalund, følger trop.
Han mener nemlig, at hvis man ønsker integration, så skal visse kommuner helt have lov
til at sige nej til flere indvandrere.

Ishøjs socialdemokratiske borgmester Per Madsen taler om nødvendigheden af en
folkeafstemning om udlændingepolitikken, og heri er Fremskridtspartiet helt enig.

Befolkningen er nemlig aldrig blevet spurgt om dette vigtige emne. Den ene
meningsmåling e摌�er den anden har imidlertid vist, at et markant flertal af danskerne
ønsker betydelige opstramninger. Dette er en holdning, flertallet i Folketinget ikke i
længden kan sidde overhørig.

Vi er nemlig nået dertil, hvor bægeret er fuldt. Hvis et flertal i Folketinget ønsker Danmark
omdannet til en multi-etnisk nation - og det er vi på vej til at blive - skal man sige det
ligeud. Så ved vi ligesom, hvor hinanden står.
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Fremskridtspartiet har siden sin start meldt klart ud. Vi ønsker flygtningestrømmen
stoppet. Vi ønsker ikke, at danskerne bliver et mindretal i deres eget land. Vi vil godt være
med til at hjælpe mennesker i nød, men det skal ske så tæt på deres hjemland som
muligt. Derved bliver de pågældende i deres eget miljø, og man får også økonomisk mest
ud af indsatsen på denne måde - det viser alle undersøgelser.

Fremskridtspartiet hilser den igangværende udlændingedebat med glæde. Den
kommende højtid kan forhåbentlig få regeringen og andre på bedre tanker. I håbet om
dette sker, ønsker jeg alle en god jul og et godt nytår.

-

Jan Køpke Christensen er politisk ordfører for Fremskridtspartiet
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De flygtede skal hjem til freden

 23. november 1995, B.T., Sektion 1 (1._sektion), Side 14, Kirsten Jacobsen og politisk ordfører og Fremskridtspartiet..., 522 ord,
Id: AZ611524

Hvorfor står de herboende flygtninge fra det tidligere Jugoslavien ikke på nakken
af hinanden for at vende hjem og genopbygge deres fædreland? Vi skulle nødig
ende med at have 20.000 indvandrere i stedet for at have hjulpet 20.000 flygtende fra
krigsrædslerne, mener dagens kronikør.

Flygtningene fra det tidligere Jugoslavien skal hjem til freden nu. Midt i glæden over
budskabet om fred i det tidligere Jugoslavien blander der sig en dyb undren over, at de
herboende flygtninge ikke allerede står på nakken af hinanden for at komme hjem og
genopbygge deres fædreland. Det må også undre, at den danske regering i øjeblikket er
mere optaget af at sende meldinger ud om, at »flygtningene har permanent
opholdstilladelse« og derfor ikke kan sendes hjem imod deres vilje. For det første er det
en kendsgerning, at flygtningene har fået opholdstilladelse her i landet, fordi deres land
var i krig. Det er det gudskelov ikke længere.

For det andet er det en kendsgerning, at kun meget få af flygtningene har boet her i
landet i mere end de tre år, der skal til, før de har krav på permanent opholdstilladelse.
Derfor kan de også hjemsendes, hvis forholdene i hjemlandet er til det, og forholdene er
gode nu. Men det haster med at få en beslutning taget. I december indtræder den
skelsættende tre års frist for de mange tusinder, og e韠�er den dato kan de ikke uden
lovændring hjemsendes mod deres vilje. De gode danske sociale forhold kan betyde, at
nogle foretrækker »sovepuden« i Danmark fremfor at tage tilbage og være med til at
genopbygge landet. Men en forudsætning for varig fred er, at flygtningene selv tager del i
genopbygningen af landet. Hvem skulle i øvrigt kunne gøre det bedre end de selv?
Fremskridtspartiet har derfor indleveret en forespørgsel i Folketinget, som vi prøver at få
til debat før treårsfristens udløb. Her vil vi fremsætte en dagsorden, som fastslår, at alle
flygtninge, der ikke har boet her i landet i mere end tre år, skal hjemsendes. Regeringen
skal e韠�er vores opfattelse straks gå i gang med at planlægge, hvordan hjemsendelsen
kan ske på en ordentlig og værdig måde. Fremskridtspartiet foreslår, at de midlertidige
flygtningelandsbyer, der er opført her i landet, demonteres og fragtes til Bosnien med
inventar og sanitære installationer. Såfremt der ikke er boliger nok til de hjemvendte fra
Danmark, bør der opføres det nødvendige antal, således at alle hjemvendte flygtninge fra
Danmark er sikret, at de kan starte på deres nye tilværelse i hjemlandet på ordentlige
vilkår. Foruden boligen bør Danmark også, som en slags »Marshallhjælp« sikre, at der er
økonomiske muligheder for den enkelte for at klare den første svære tid. Den bedste
garanti for at freden i det tidligere Jugoslavien bliver varig er, at landets egen befolkning
kommer tilbage så hurtigt som muligt for at genopbygge det sønderskudte land. De
psykiske skår mellem de forskellige befolkningsgrupper heles bedst på stedet. Hvis
Folketinget ikke vil slutte op om Fremskridtspartiets forslag, men gemmer sig bag en
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dato, som i sin konsekvens betyder, at Danmark har fået næsten 20.000 indvandrere i
stedet for at hjælpe 20.000 flygtninge fra krigsrædslerne, så må den danske befolkning
konstatere, at hjælpen til de ældre, sygehusenes ventelister og andre helt nødvendige
forbedringer bliver sat i baggrunden endnu en gang, fordi Folketingets flertal tager mere
hensyn til udenlandske gæster end til at sikre vore egne borgere ordentlige vilkår. Det vil
Fremskridtspartiet kæmpe for ikke sker!

De skal hjem De mange flygtninge, der er kommet til Danmark, må hjem igen for at
bygge deres land op. De skal have hjælp, men de skal ikke blive her, mener Kirsten
Jacobsen.Foto: AP
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Debat: Flygtninge er indvandrere

 30. september 2015, Politiken, Sektion 2 (Kultur), Side 6 (Debat), BIRTHE RØNN HORNBECH, TIDL. INTEGRATIONSMINISTER
(V)..., 788 ord, Id: e53cd019

INTEGRATION Ideen om, at flygtninge ikke må blive
indvandrere, er stendød. Det har regeringen erkendt.

I FIRSERNE og halvfemserne formulerede jeg på Venstres vegne
partiets udlændingepolitik. Et af grundelementerne var den
opfattelse, at flygtninge ikke skulle blive til indvandrere. Det
mente jeg, og det troede jeg dengang på, for naturligvis ønsker en
flygtning at komme tilbage til sit fædreland, ligesom danske jøder
under Anden Verdenskrig flygtede til Sverige, men vendte tilbage
til Danmark e،�er fredens indgåelse.

Virkeligheden bragte imidlertid os i Venstre på andre tanker, og ved regeringsdannelsen i
2001 oprettedes et særligt integrationsministerium. Mantraet om, at flygtninge ikke
måtte blive til indvandrere, blev i den virkelige verden lagt stendød ved denne lejlighed.
Nu gjaldt det integrationen.

Vi havde lært af historien og havde måttet konstatere, at krig og undertrykkelse i
moderne tid tager meget længere tid at afvikle end forventet. Flygtninge var for længst
blevet til indvandrere.

Nu gjaldt det om mere systematisk at gøre alle med udenlandsk baggrund til gode,
velfungerende borgere i Danmark og med respekt og forståelse for den enkeltes religiøse
og kulturelle baggrund.

Dansk Folkeparti protesterede. Partiet ønskede dengang ligesom nu alene midlertidigt
ophold til flygtninge. Under forhandlingerne spurgte jeg igen og igen DF, om det
midlertidige ophold skulle gælde for den enkelte til evig tid. I et særskilt møde med Pia
Kjærsgaard bekræ،�ede partiformanden, at DF ønskede midlertidigt ophold til evig tid.

Først da jeg spurgte, om vi da skulle sende flygtninge fra Ungarn, som vi havde modtaget
i 1956, retur, blev Pia Kjærsgaard tavs og mumlede noget om dispensationsmuligheder. I
min egen ministertid oplevede jeg DF som et parti, der nok ikke elskede det
megaintegrationsarbejde, der fandt sted i ministeriet, og som blev ydet i alle dele af
Danmark, men som alligevel var en meget loyal samarbejdspartner - også i
integrationsarbejdet.

Havde Venstre da opgivet den gamle idé om, at flygtninge ikke måtte blive
indvandrere? Ja, det havde vi. For at fremme integrationen kunne vi sammen med DF
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indføre integrationsfremmende betingelser for at give varigt ophold, men den gamle idé
var stendød. Vi gjorde alt for, at flygtninge skulle blive til gode indvandrere.

Verden er ikke blevet et bedre endsige roligere sted siden da. Man kan lige så godt
erkende, at den gamle idé om, at det at være flygtning i vor del af verden skulle være et
midlertidigt foretagende, ikke alene er stendød, men aldrig vil vågne op igen.

Kun meget få idealister, der har opholdt sig i Europa, vil ønske frivilligt at vende tilbage til
en krigshærget verden, hvor retssikkerhed, menneskeret og menneskelig respekt er en by
på Mars.

Denne erkendelse understreges i disse dage af, at ligefrem inviterer erhvervslivet til
drø،�else af integrationsudfordringen.

Jeg kan kun læse statsministerens glimrende initiativ på den måde, at også
statsministeren finder det helt urealistisk at tro, at mennesker, der flygter til Danmark i
nær fremtid, kan sendes tilbage til deres fædreland, hvorfor statsministeren i stedet
appellerer til den vigtige spiller i integrationsarbejdet, som erhvervslivet er.

Mange virksomheder hjalp i min ministertid med integrationsarbejdet og var utrættelige i
indsatsen for at spille med i integrationsarbejdet. Men flere bør være med og indse, hvor
vigtig denne indsats er for sammenhængskra،�en i vort folk, men så sandelig også af
økonomiske grunde. Vi har brug for arbejdskra،�, al den stund vi ikke kan reproducere os
selv.

Men skal vi da modtage hele verden? Nej, naturligvis skal vi ikke det. Men
flygtningestrømmen tiltager, og det påvirker naturligvis også Danmark, og hvis vi opfører
os klogt i Danmark og i EU, kan vi drage nytte af flygtningene. Men vi må aldrig glemme,
at vi derved også tapper de flygtningeproducerende lande i Afrika og Mellemøsten for de
mest ressourcestærke mennesker og dermed bidrager til endnu større sociale forskelle
mellem det rige Europa og de omliggende kontinenter.

Verdens fremtid ligger derfor ikke i, at Europa for at hjælpe sig selv fra at uddø nøjes med
at tage imod mennesker, der flygter fra statsterror, krig og fattigdom. Den rige del af
verden slipper ikke for at samarbejde og samtidig pumpe penge i flygtningelejre i
nærområderne, og samtidig yde en ny Marshallhjælp til de nævnte kontinenter. Samtidig
skal der bistås med ro og fred og opbygning af nye regimer, hvor menneskeretten
kommer i højsædet med den konsekvens, at ressourcestærke mennesker foretrækker at
forblive i deres eget land for at genopbygge det til velstand.

Vi kan lige så godt indrette os på, at det tager mange år. Men alternativet er frygteligt for
os selv.

Hele den rige del af verden er nødt til i samarbejde og under kontrol at dele med den
fattige og urolige del af verden. Sommerens folkevandring viser, at det haster, hvis vi her i
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det Europa, der bliver en stadig mindre del af verdens befolkning, selv vil kontrollere vor
egen fremtid.

Vi kan lige så godt indrette os på, at det tager mange år.
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Fælles løsninger skal bremse tilstrømning af
asylansøgere

 29. september 2015, Dagbladet Roskilde, Sektion 2 (Indblik Og Udsyn), Side 11, Marcus Knuth MF (V) Integrationsordfører ...,
320 ord, Id: e53c9653

Flygtninge.

Hvis vi skal løse den igangværende flygtningekrise, er vi nødt til
arbejde på en løsning for Danmark samtidig med, at vi deltager i
den fælles europæiske løsning. Danmark skal ikke længere være
en yndlingsdestination for migranter, der rejser op gennem
Europa i søgen eځer de lande, der tilbyder de højeste sociale
ydelser. Derfor vil jeg fortsætte Venstres arbejde med de
igangværende stramninger på asylområdet.

Vi har f. eks. netop indført den nye integrationsydelse, der sætter den tidligere regerings
tårnhøje sociale ydelser ned til ca. halvdelen, og vi vil fortsætte med en lang række andre
stramninger.

Når det er sagt, så vil vi selvfølgelig altid leve op til vores humanitære forpligtelser og
behandle dem, der flygter fra krig og ødelæggelse, på anstændig vis. Men Danmark kan
ikke håndtere flygtningekrisen alene. For at skabe fremdriځ i de europæiske forhandlinger
tilbyder regeringen derfor nu frivilligt at tage imod 1000 flygtninge ud af de ca. 120.000
flygtninge, som EU forsøger at fordele i Europa. Fordelingen af de 120.000 er en del af en
samlet EU-pakke, hvoreځer vi kan etablere et nyt, fælles system, der bl. a. skal mindske
tilstrømningen til Sydeuropa.

At Danmark tager 1000 af EU's flygtninge skal motivere andre lande til også at tage deres
fair andel af de flygtninge, der allerede befinder sig i centre i Sydeuropa. At Danmark
tager » blot « 1000 ud af de ca. 120.000 grunder i, at vi i de foregående år har taget langt
mere ansvar end flertallet af EU's medlemslande.

Samtidig sætter regeringen 750 mio. kr. af til initiativer, der bl. a. skal bruges til en
forstærket indsats ved EU's ydre grænser for at mindske tilstrømningen til Europa og 250
mio. kr.

til at styrke indsatsen mod fattigdom i nærområderne.

At Danmark tager » blot « 1000 ud af de ca. 120.000 grunder i, at vi i de foregående år har
taget langt mere ansvar end flertallet af EU's medlemslande.
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Hvis vi skal løse den igangværende flygtningekrise, er vi nødt til at arbejde på en
løsning for Danmark samtidig med, at vi deltager i den fælles europæiske løsning,
mener Marcus Knuth. Foto: Jens Nørgaard Larsen/ Scanpix
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Debat: Vi vil gøre alt for at begrænse antallet

 19. december 2015, Politiken, Sektion 2 (Debat), Side 4 (Debat), HENRIK SASS LARSEN, MF, GRUPPEFORMAND FOR
SOCIALDEMOKRATERNE..., 757 ord, Id: e56b704a

FLYGTNINGE Vi vil ikke ofre velfærdssamfundet ihumanismens
navn.

EN ILTER skribent, som åbenbart er talsmand for Politikens
holdninger, Poul Aarøe Pedersen (PAP), anklager i Politiken 16.12.
Socialdemokratiet og i særdeleshed Mette Frederiksen for at være
uselvstændige, dovne og hykleriske.

Nu er vi jo vant til at blive bedømt hårdt af politiske modstandere,
så vi er ikke sarte, men for det fi-ne Politiken er det alligevel udtryk
for et markant engagement, som ikke er set, siden bestyrelsen i Det Kongelige Teater blev
ændret.

Det skyldes formentlig, at emnet er udlændingepolitik.

Og her er Politiken historisk godhedens - humanismens - omdrejningspunkt. Og når gode
mennesker bliver vrede, så har de naturligvis ret til - i humanismens navn - at slynge
begreber som dovne og hyklere e▍�er de formastelige, eller endog trække nazikortet som
emeritus Heltberg fik leveret den anden dag.

Hvad der kan undre er, at PAP og andre ikke bare nøjes med at erklære sig uenige med
Socialdemokratiets politik og søger trøst hos den kvartet af Folketingets partier, som
stadig er enige med Politiken.

Det er, som om den såkaldte analyseredaktør PAP og andre tror, at Socialdemokratiets
ledelse ikke bevidst har fastlagt en politisk linje, men ligesom er blevet forført hertil, eller
har været for doven, eller for hyklerisk, eller hvad man nu engang gætter sig til som
årsag.

Men her kan jeg glæde mange - henholdsvis skuᩚ�e Politiken - med, at det skam er fuldt
bevidst, hvordan vi tilrettelægger den politiske analyse og linje i udlændingepolitikken.

For os at se er den voldsomme migration og flygtningestrøm, som kommer til Europa og
Danmark i disse tider, af et omfang, der udfordrer grundlæggende præmisser for
samfundets indretning i al nærmeste fremtid. Vores analyse er, at alene den økonomiske
konsekvens af det nuværende antal flygtninge og indvandrere inden for få år vil spise al
oᩚ�entligt økonomisk råderum op. Ikkevestlige indvandrere er historisk svære at få
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integreret på arbejdsmarkedet, og det gælder også de syrere, der kommer hertil i disse
tider. Desto flere, desto sværere, desto dyrere.

Det er også vores analyse, at kommunerne snart vil segne under byrden af at huse de
mange flygtninge.

Der er helt lavpraktisk ikke boliger nok, og med stadig flere flygtninge bliver det stadig
mere umuligt.

Og endelig er det vores analyse, at vi med de hidtidige erfaringer for at integrere
ikkevestlige folk i vores samfund vil stå over for en social katastrofe, når vi skal til at
håndtere de mange titusinder, som meget snart skal sluses ud i samfundet. Alle små
fremskridt med integrationen vil blive nulstillet, og det boligsociale Danmark kan ganske
enkelt ikke magte opgaven med deraf følgende nedbrud på skoler, nærmiljø etc.

Og derfor er vores konklusion klar: Vi vil gøre alt, hvad vi kan, for at begrænse antallet
af ikkevestlige flygtninge og indvandrere, der kommer her til landet.

Derfor er vi gået langt - og meget længere - end vi havde drømt om at gå.

Det er vi, fordi vi ikke vil ofre velfærdssamfundet i humanismens navn. For
velfærdssamfundet er - nu hvor PAP ikke fatter det - Socialdemokratiets politiske projekt.
Det er et samfund opbygget på principper om frihed, lighed og solidaritet. En
masseindvandring - som set i f. eks. Sverige - vil økonomisk og socialt underminere
velfærdssamfundets bygning.

Så derfor står ikke alene Socialdemokratiets ledelse, men også de mange gode folk på
humanismens Olymp med et ansvar i disse dage for, hvordan samfundet vil være
sammensat og præget de næste par generationer. For nogle er det underordnet
humanismen at bryde med velfærdssamfundet og lade typisk de dårligst stillede betale
regningen i form af dårligere uddannelse, nedsættelse af mindstelønninger og markant
fjernelse af oᩚ�entlig service til gengæld for det maksimale antal flygtninge. I
Socialdemokratiet skal vi nok lytte til og være venlige over for Olympens beboere, men
det er vigtigt at slå fast, at Socialdemokratiet har slået rødder et andet og mere jordnært
sted. For os er humanisme at tage godt imod det antal flygtninge, vi kan klare, samtidig
med at vi ikke lader dem i stikken, der har brug for særlig beskyttelse - dem, der er fanget
i nærområderne eller i flygtningelejrene. Det er solidaritet i praksis.

Vi kan som samfund ikke følge med, hvis vi ikke handler nu. Det er det, vi har prøvet at
forklare PAP, som vi opfordrer til at bruge hovedet uden altid at sætte signatur foran.

Og endelig er det vores analyse, at vi med de hidtidige erfaringer for at integrere
ikkevestlige folk i vores samfund vil stå over for en social katastrofe, når vi skal til at
håndtere de mange titusinder, som meget snart skal sluses ud i samfundet.
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S bør ikke acceptere stramninger på flygtninge
både herhjemme og ude i verden

 10. november 2015, Politik.tv2.dk, Mette Gjerskov..., 460 ord, Id: e54e6c08

Ønsker vi færre flygtninge? Så er der kun én metode, der virker: giv dem et håb om
en fremtid i deres eget land. Og hvordan gør vi det? Udviklingsbistand. Bistand i form
af humanitær hjælp i kriseområder og langsigtet udvikling i fattige lande, der potentielt
kan blive nye afsenderlande for flygtninge og migranter.

Der bliver ikke færre flygtninge i verden, bare fordi Danmark strammer
udlændingelovgivningen. Vi forsøger bare at placere aben et andet sted.

Når et menneske er parat til at sætte sit barns liv på spil i en faldefærdig gummibåd på
Middelhavet, er desperationen åbenbar. En desperation, som bl.a. kommer af, at verden
har halveret madrationerne til flygtningene fra Syrien fordi ingen lande vil hoste op med
de nødvendige ressourcer. Nu melder Danmark sig i flokken af lande, der løber fra
regningen. Og strammer samtidig for flygtninge, der kommer hertil.

Derfor må også vi socialdemokrater tale med en meget klar stemme i denne sag, som er
en af de største udfordringer, den vestlige verden står overfor. Vi skal ikke hoppe med på
den blå vogn. Vi skal stille krav til finansloven. Fordømme besparelserne. Udpensle både
det umenneskelige og det logisk forkerte i at lade verdens flygtninge sejle deres egen sø.
Og derfor er det dybt bekymrende, at vi først lægger os fladt ned og accepterer
udlændingestramninger som de nye fattigdomsydelser. Integrationsydelsen, hvor voksne
mennesker forventes at kunne leve for omkring 5.000 kr. om måneden blot for at S kan
komme ind til forhandlingsbordet og stramme endnu mere. Og dere揌�er accepterer at gå
til forhandlinger om finansloven uden krav om at fjerne eller reducere regeringens
planlagte besparelser på udviklingsbistanden. Det hænger simpelthen ikke sammen ude
i den virkelige verden. Vil vi ikke hjælpe flygtninge her, må vi gøre det der, hvor de
kommer fra.

Argumentet vi hører er, at der alligevel er flertal for både stramninger og besparelser. Så
kan vi jo lige så godt acceptere det uafvendelige. Men nej, der er en meget alvorlig
konsekvens, som ikke rigtig er kommet frem i lyset. Hvis vi indgår en a揌�ale, så gælder
den også selvom et fremtidigt flertal måtte mene noget andet. Går vi fx med i en a揌�ale
om integrationsydelsen, forpligter vi os til at fastholde den lave integrationsydelse, også
selvom der skulle komme et rødt flertal e揌�er næste valg. Det er jo helt ubærligt.

Derfor må a揌�aler af den slags, som går direkte imod traditionel socialdemokratisk politik,
have en udløbsdato. Vi kan simpelthen ikke stå som garanter for at føre blå politik i en
fremtidig rød regering. Og vi kan ikke vende ryggen til den helt åbenlyse indsats for at
forebygge flygtninge: udviklingsbistand.
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Taktiske hensyn må vige for klar tale. Svaret på flygtningekrisen er ikke mindre hjælp til
verdens fattige og forfulgte tværtimod, det er mere hjælp.
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Debat: Flygtningene skaber røde tal i
kommunerne

 13. oktober 2015, Jyllands-Posten, Sektion 1, Side 22 (Debat), PETER SKAARUP gruppeformand (DF)..., 515 ord, Id: e5423766

Jeg hører det næsten hver dag fra Dansk Folkepartis
byrådsmedlemmer rundt omkring i landet: »Hvad skal vi gøre ved
de mange flygtninge, som vi modtager?« De aner o꘎�e ikke deres
levende råd.

Mange steder har man ikke boliger til de mange flygtninge og
migranter, men rigeligt med problemer med at finde boliger til
egne borgere, som måske længe har stået på en venteliste på
grund af skilsmisse, hjemløshed eller andre problemer. De
borgere føler de, at de har et særligt ansvar for.

De ved heller ikke, hvordan de skal få budgetterne til at hænge sammen, når der skal
ydes tillægsbevillinger til kontanthjælp til flygtninge, når der skal oprettes
modtageklasser, ska╋�es tolkebistand eller findes penge til mange andre ting. Det er en
millionudgi꘎�.

Hvert år. Og den bliver større, når der for alvor kommer gang i de mange
familiesammenføringer.

Desværre er det et problem, som har svært ved at finde gehør i pressen. Her skriver man
langt hellere om de tilfælde, hvor det er lykkedes at integrere og finde arbejde til en
enkelt flygtning.

I 18 kommuner har borgmestrene allerede meddelt, at udgi꘎�erne til flygtninge kommer
til at føre til velfærdsforringelser for borgerne. Borgmestrene fortæller, at det bliver de
ældre og børn, som kommer til at holde for. To af tre borgmestre siger, at tilskuddet fra
staten er utilstrækkeligt til at dække alle udgi꘎�er.

I Dansk Folkeparti er det noget, som vi ser med særdeles stor alvor på. For os at se er det
den tidligere regering, som med forhøjede velfærdsydelser medvirkede til at gøre
Danmark til et trækplaster for indvandrere.

 
Vi skal skelne

Samtidig er vi dog ikke blinde over for det faktum, at konsekvenserne af den nye
regerings introduktionsydelse bliver væltet over på kommunerne. Det er netop grunden
til, at vi e꘎�erlyser en helt ny tilgang til asylpolitikken; nemlig den, at flygtninge som
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udgangspunkt ikke skal integreres, have arbejde og ud i egen bolig, men tilbydes husly
og beskyttelse på asylcentre, indtil de kan vende tilbage til deres hjemlande. Ellers giver
det slet ikke længere mening at tale om begrebet "flygtninge". Vi skal med andre ord igen
skelne mellem flygtninge og indvandrere.

Det er vores helt klare overbevisning, at en adskillelse mellem flygtninge og indvandrere
vil gøre Danmark mindre attraktivt som rejsemål for velfærdsmigranter, som blot ønsker
en bedre tilværelse.

Det vil samtidig levne plads til dem, som virkelig flygter fra krigens rædsler. Det er dem, vi
skal hjælpe - selv om de også primært skal hjælpes i deres nærområder.

Mens store dele af medierne skriver solstrålehistorier om veluddannede flygtninge,
vånder de sig ude i kommunerne. Fra deres stol ser det noget anderledes ud, og
desværre giver statistikkerne dem ret. Det er en myte, at de syriske flygtninge er specielt
veluddannede.

Det er en myte, at integrationen af dem i det danske samfund vil være vellykket. Syrerne
hører til de vanskeligst integrerbare.

Vi skal naturligvis lytte til kommunerne.

Det gør vi i Dansk Folkeparti.

Men vi hjælper dem ikke med flere penge til at lappe huller her og nu. Vi hjælper dem kun
med en fundamentalt anderledes asylpolitik, som understreger midlertidigheden i at
være flygtning.

Kommunerne vånder sig over udgi꘎�erne til flygtningene - Dansk Folkeparti vil give
dem en anden asylpolitik, som understreger midlertidigheden i at være flygtning. På
billedet er det Allerøds borgmester, Jørgen Johansen (K), der besøger en samling
pavilloner, hvor der bor flygtninge. Foto: Niels Hougaard
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Debat: Forhold dig til virkeligheden, Trine
Andersen

 9. oktober 2015, Politiken, Sektion 2 (Kultur), Side 8 (Debat), MARTIN HENRIKSEN, MF, UDLÆNDINGE-OG
INTEGRATIONSORDFØRER FOR DANSK FOLKEPARTI..., 451 ord, Id: e540e216

REPLIK Fra Syrien alene er der cirka 11 millioner på flugt fra
borgerkrigen. Vi kan ikke tage så mange mennesker.

MEDLEMaf ' Velkomstkomiteen' Trine Andersen har et indlæg i
Politiken (6.10.) primært rettet mod mig. Trine Andersen er med i
en interesseorganisation, som mener, at alle flygtninge skal
behandles med respekt og værdighed. Det er der forhåbentligt
ikke ret mange, som er uenige i. Dernæst mener organisationen, at
mennesker, som flygter fra krig og undertrykkelse, har ret til
ophold i Danmark. Vi er ikke uenige om, at folk på flugt fra krig og
undertrykkelse skal have hjælp, men som folkevalgt må jeg tage bestik af virkeligheden,
som den er. Det er min pligt at passe på Danmark og på de mennesker, der bor her. Og
virkeligheden er, at der fra Syrien alene er cirka 11 millioner mennesker på flugt fra
borgerkrigen.

Danmark kan ikke tage så mange mennesker.

Så enkelt og så kompliceret er det.

Det forsøger jeg at finde en løsning på, så vi hjælper, men så vi samtidig bevarer vores
land, vores sociale og kulturelle sammenhængskra埒�.

Så vi har noget at give videre til dem, der kommer e埒�er os.

Trine Andersen mener så også, at jeg er forkert på den, når jeg siger, at flygtninge ikke
skal placeres ved siden af en børnehave.

For børn har godt af virkeligheden, lyder det. Det er, undskyld mig, noget sludder. Børn
skal selvfølgelig ikke pakkes ind i vat og skånes for alting, men de skal nu e埒�er min
mening ikke udsættes direkte for verdens elendighed af ideologiske årsager. Alle, der har
børn, ved udmærket godt, at man ' skåner' børnene for nogle ting. Der er nogle '
voksenting', som man ikke kaster i hovedet på børn.

Hvad angår Trine Andersens skriblerier om, at personer fra Syrien og Eritrea er
veluddannede, må jeg sige, at der selvfølgelig er solstrålehistorier i forhold til
integrationen.
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Desværre viser det samlede billede, at netop personer fra Syrien og Eritrea er meget
svære at integrere. Som professor Jacob Nielsen Arendt fra Det Nationale Institut for
Kommuners og Regioners Analyse og Forskning har sagt: »Det bliver en stor udfordring at
integrere de syriske flygtninge både på grund af deres uddannelsesniveau, og fordi de
kommer i så stort antal. Samtidig viser erfaringerne, at medbragte uddannelser fra
hjemlandet sjældent batter i forhold til at få job«. Man er nødt til at forholde sig til
virkeligheden, som den er. Det er faktisk vores forpligtelse som voksne. Og det er ikke en
forpligtelse, som vi skal skubbe over på vores børn. Hold dog op med at bruge børnene i
jeres eget godhedsprojekt. Det bestemmer forældrene naturligvis selv, for det er
forældrenes børn, men min opfordring skal være: Lad være med at skubbe børnene foran
jer selv og foran jeres egen ideologi og politiske overbevisning.

Hold dog op med at bruge børnene i jeres eget godhedsprojekt.


